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THE CONSTRUCTION OF
THE SONNET

WHEN
I review the master-minds who have

written so ably and luminously on the

sonnet, it makes me feel diffident to attempt to

add more to the voluminous library of sonnet-

literature. Yet, feeling that I owe a great debt

of inspiration and thought to others, I consider I

ought to contribute a part at least of the fruit

of my sonnet study to such a valuable library a

store that contains some of the finest literary

grain in the world.

Whoever wrote the first sonnet, whether it

was an Italian scholar or a poor Arab shepherd,
1

I have no intention of discussing here.

The origin of the sonnet has been touched

upon by Charles Tomlinson, in his work,
" The

Sonnet : its Origin, etc." Others, also, have

1 There is a theory suggested by Ginguene" or

Sismondi which traces to the poetry of the Arabs

the fashion of continuing and intermingling the

metrical sounds in their verses. HENRY REED.
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THE CONSTRUCTION

made valuable contributions to sonnet-litera-

ture, amongst whom are David M. Main,

the late Mr. William Sharp, James Ashcroft

Noble, Watts-Dunton and Sydney Lee. There

will readily occur to the minds of sonnet

students the names of other scholars who are

closely identified with the subject. Yet, at

some later day if the fates are propitious, I may

undertake the task of contributing something on

the origin and history of the sonnet.

My purpose is to deal with the sonnet struc-

turally, and I now divide my notes into two

sections ; first, the concrete construction of the

sonnet ;
and secondly, the abstract construction

of the sonnet, believing that such a division will

make for clearness.

THE CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

OF THE SONNET

THE sonnet, as all lovers of poetry are aware,

is constructed of fourteen lines only, and is, in

its form, like a chord in music, the one being

as unchangeable a law of harmony as the

other. Each line should contain ten syllables,

these divided into five feet, named iambics

2



07" 'THE SONNET

short and long alternately the whole line

termed in prosody an iambic pentameter. Some-

times extra syllables are used. These are in

many cases ornaments, and are by no means

redundant. Used as Milton and Rossetti used

them, they are in the nature of grace-notes, and

embellish a line by lending to it a musical

quality.

There is no common opinion as to the precise

arrangement a standard as it were of the four-

teen lines ; although most sonnets are written in

either two, three, or four sections.

A sonnet of two sections has the first eight

lines, called the octave, rhymed on two vowel

sounds only, and the last six lines, named the

sestet, rhymed on two vowel sounds. The
latter section may be varied according to the

expediency of the subject. Thus a sonnet of

this type may be illustrated by the following

formula :

a b b a a b b a

c d c d c d

A sonnet of three sections, which was the

favourite form of Petrarch, has an octave exactly

like the former, but the sestet is divided into

3



THE CONSTRUCTION

two parts, known as tercets, which, in the

strictly Italian form, are arranged as follows :

c d e c d e

Even this arrangement is open to variation
;
but

so long as the three-rhyme-terminal
'

idea is

carried out, so long will the ear be satisfied.

The third arrangement, named the English or

Shakespearian, has four sections. The first

three are quatrains, alternately rhymed, and

rhyming independently of each other, concluding

with the fourth section, a rhymed couplet. Such

a sonnet may be shown as follows :

a b a b c d c d efefd d

The rhyme sounds of any section must on no

account echo the rhyme sounds of any other

section. Such a jumble of notes would be as

questionable as the progression of chords in

music every chord monotonously alike.

Apart from the strict plan of the sonnet as a

sonnet, there are many others known, such

as duodenary sonnets, mute sonnets, iterating

sonnets, two-rhymed sonnets, answering son-

nets, retrograde sonnets, linked sonnets, inter-

woven sonnets, crowning sonnets, and caudated

4



OF THE SONNET

sonnets. Though these are puerilities," to use

Leigh Hunt's term, yet Tasso, Petrarch and
Dante trifled with them. To call any of the

above-mentioned sonnets at all is to contradict
in terms. Who would ever think of writing a

villanelle, or a triolet, or a ballade, in any form
but the

universally accepted one ? Dr. Lloyd
Mifflin, the American poet, who is, perhaps, the
most voluminous writer of sonnets

living, has

laboriously experimented with the sonnet, and
has evolved several new forms, which, though
unconventional, he thinks have an advantage
over existing ones. Mifflin has one or two which
he terms "pseudo-sonnets" in his new work
"Toward the Uplands," published by Henry
Frowde. The poet has graciously given me
permission to use here an unpublished poem,
which is a singular, yet almost justified specimen
of a caudated sonnet, and is as follows :

THE HOMESTEAD-CHRISTMAS
TWILIGHT

The snow lies deep. Alone I stand and brood.
Around me, lingering, hovers many a shade
Of those beloved, who in the morning made

Earth beautiful. . . . Now, by our tears bedewed,

5



THE CONSTRUCTION

They lie in silence of white solitude. . . .

Lost in new Light ? or in the darkness strayed ? . . .

Spent stars beloved whose untracked footsteps fade

A reminiscent glory unrenewed.

I see the little graveyard of the town

Far off, a hallowed place of softened pain ;

Snow-folded, in that quiet closure rest

Loved ones whose spirits whisper once again. . . .

Ah me ! ...
How tenderly the Twilight trembles down

As though to soothe a sorrow long suppressed.

There are thousands of poems that contain no

more and no fewer than fourteen lines, yet which

have no pretence to precision in rhyme con-

struction. Now, these ought not to be regarded

as sonnets at all, no more than a midget-photo

ought to be called a miniature. It would be

better for sonnet writers and those who read

them if there were but two forms the Italian or

Petrarchan, and the English or Shakespearian ;

because their respective structures are so easily

identified. It is irritating to one's sense or

harmonious fitness to be held up in the middle

of a sonnet by some fantastic change of rhyme,

forcing one to have to take special note of the

terminals before the scene or sense can be en-

6



OF THE SONNET

joyed. Petrarch and Shakespeare are our great

masters. The one never wrote a Shakespearian

sonnet, the other never wrote a Petrarchan

one
; proving that they were absolutely decided

as to which form suited their poetic tempera-
ments.

There is unimpeachable evidence that Petrarch

was familiar with both forms, for the quatrain
and the rhymed couplet are as old as

Pan. And who can cast any suspicion on

Shakespeare's knowledge of every form of

versification ? James Ashcroft Noble, in his
" Sonnet in England

" l

essay, seems to be in a

sea of doubt about Shakespeare's sonnets, using

phrases such as " a series of fourteen-lined poems
known as the sonnets of Shakespeare,"

" so-called

sonnets," and again,
"
irregular sonnets of Shake-

speare," as if a Shakespearian sonnet could be

irregular.
2 There is nothing more elementally

English than the Shakespearian sonnet. It is

built up of three alternately rhymed quatrains

and a rhymed couplet. If our whole poetic

1 "The Sonnet in England and other Essays."

Elkin Mathews and John Lane, 1893,
* Mark Pattison was also undecided, and made

similar statements. W, D.

7



THE CONSTRUCTION

literature is taken in review, we find that two-

thirds of it is made up of these two forms of

verse. Our finest poetry is in quatrains ;
our

smartest epigrams are in couplets. Shakespeare,

though he has been condemned for it by

literary scholars, could not forbear the native

impulse of ending many of his acts with rhymed

couplets, showing that our language is natu-

rally adapted to the couplet as much as to the

quatrain.

For the somewhat justifiable objection to

rhymed couplets, we must thank the age or

Pope and his contemporaries. Their jingles

have chimed themselves down the generations,

until their tedious music has no more charm in

it than is found in the sound of brazen toys.

Of course there is a great dislike to the couplet

ending an otherwise strictly Italian sonnet, and I

think it should not be used unless it lends special

harmony to the lines preceding it, and it very
seldom does that. But, with the English form,

it seems to be one of the leaves of a quatre-foil

poetic plant, lending, with its necessarily epigram-
like finish, a distinct balance to the whole sonnet.

In no age has sonnet writing been so much in

vogue as the present one. Even the belaurelled

8



OF THE SONNET

days of Petrarch and Dante were not so prolific.

The Elizabethan singers, though they were

given to sonneteering on most subjects, however

irrelevant and unpoetical, cannot vie with the

singers of to-day in quantity, if they can in

quality. There is one fine characteristic about

our latter-day singers, however, and that is they

do not surreptitiously translate sonnets from the

French and Italian, and allow them to be published

as originals. That was a delicate disease peculiar

to Elizabethan times, and thanks are due to Mr.

Sydney Lee, in his " Elizabethan Sonnets,"
l
for

exposing some of the hallowed poetic saints of

those much-lauded days.

There is great courage abounding amongst
students of poetry. Considering the intricate

difficulties of the sonnet form, it is amazing to

find so many fearlessly expressing their fancies

and feelings through its medium. Nearly every

literary journal and magazine contains one sonnet

or more, most of them perfect in technique, if

indifferent in subject or inspiration. A critic in

a recent obituary article on Sully Prudhomme,
2

1 "Elizabethan Sonnets," in two vols. "An

English Garner." Constable, 1904.
2

Outlook, September 1 6, 1907.

9



THE CONSTRUCTION

a great French sonneteer, asked rather petulantly,
" Who wants any more sonnets ?

"
Now, that

was a somewhat intimidating question, and must

have killed many an embryo sonneteer of Keatsian

temperament. It is a far more difficult matter

to write sonnets than scorn them, and no man
should indulge in captious criticism until he has

evolved a masterpiece himself. That should be

his credentials and passport to the select garden
of the Muses, the Holy of Holies of Parnassus,

Sonnet-poetry.

There are other types of sonnets characteristic

of those who wrote them, and after whom they
are named, viz. : the Guittonian, the Spenserian,

the Miltonic, and the Wordsworthian. It is not

for me to enlarge upon these various structures.

I will just give specimens of each, not as

examples to follow, but to avoid as much as

possible.

A Guittonian sonnet (as classified by Charles

H. Crandall, the editor of "Representative

Sonnets by American Poets,"
1

)
has but two rhyme

sounds throughout, rhymed alternately, such

as the following, entitled "
Transformation," by

1
Houghton, Mifflin and Co., Boston and New

York, 1900.

10



OF THE SONNET

Edgar Fawcett, an American poet of some

note :

Once in an English woodland, where awoke

Breezes that made the dark leaves pulse and shine,

I walked at twilight, willing to invoke

All moods of revery, mirthful or malign,

When gradually on my vision broke

A mighty and moss-hung tree that lay supine,

Levelled by some dead tempest's cruel stroke

And clasped by coils of ivy serpentine . . .

If truth now tricked herself in fancy's cloak,

If some brief elfin madness now was mine,

Or yet if actual voices faintly spoke,

Wandering the dusk, there stays no certain sign ;

But "
I was Merlin," said the bearded oak,

And "
I was Vivien," said the snaky vine.

The Spenserian sonnet is one with its quat-

rains linked together. They are really alter-

nately rhymed like a Shakespearian sonnet, the

only difference being that the rhyme-sound of

the last line of each quatrain must be rhymed

by the first line of the next, the whole con-

cluding with a rhymed couplet in the following

manner :

< b a b b c b c c d c d e t

ii



THE CONSTRUCTION

Some writers seem to think that a Spenserian

sonnet must conclude with an alexandrine. This

is not at all necessary, as Spenser did not use

more than two in his sonnet work, at any rate,

not in his sonnet-sequence,
" Amoretti."

I quote one of Spenser's sonnets as an illustra-

tion :

One day I wrote her name upon the strand ;

But came the waves and washed it away :

Again I wrote it with a second hand,

But came the tide and made my pains his prey.

Vain man ! said she, that dost in vain assay

A mortal thing so to immortalise ;

For I myself shall like to this decay,

And eke my name be wiped out likewise.

Not so, quoth I
;

let baser things devise

To die in dust, but you shall live by fame ;

My verse your virtues rare shall eternise,

And in the heavens write your glorious name,

Where, when as death shall all the world subdue,

Our love shall live, and later life renew.

A Miltonic sonnet is one that has no well-

defined division between the octave and the

sestet. Intrinsically it may be either Petrarchan

or Shakespearian in form. Whether Milton

invented this form or not, it admirably suited

12



OF THE SONNET

his genius. It was not to be expected that

Milton's poetic intellect the intellect that

evolved Paradise Lost far-reaching and expan-
sive as it was, could be restricted to the precise

arbitrary limits of a strictly Petrarchan sonnet.

His long-drawn sentences could not be crushed

into such a tight mould. Yet he had some few

fugitive thoughts and miniature creations that

found ample scope in the sonnet, and could not

have been worthily expressed through any other

medium. I must quote here Milton's magnificent
sonnet " On the late Massacre in Piedmont

"
:

Avenge, O Lord, thy slaughtered saints, whose bones

Lie scattered on the Alpine mountains cold

Even them, who kept thy truth so pure of old,

When all our fathers worshipped stocks and stones,

Forget not : in thy book record their groans,

Who were thy sheep, and in their ancient fold

Slain by the bloody Piedmontese, that rolled

Mother with infant down the rocks ; their moans

The vales redoubled to the hills, and they
To Heaven. Their martyred blood and ashes sow

O'er all the Italian fields, where still doth sway
The triple tyrant ; that from these may grow

A hundredfold, who, having learnt thy way,

Early may fly the Babylonian woe.

'3



THE CONSTRUCTION

Mark Pattison, in his edition of the poet's

sonnets, remarks that "
it would not be easy to

find a sonnet in any language of equal power to

vibrate through all the fibres of feeling."
l Dr.

Garnet discovers a likeness between Milton's

sonnet and the thirty-seventh of Dante's, trans-

lated by the late learned doctor, of which I give

the first line :

Lord, if for grief lodged newly in my breast.

Dr. Garnet was of opinion that Milton must

have had Dante's sonnet in mind when he wrote

the "Collect in Verse." There is also a face

likeness in Tennyson's
"
Montenegro

"
sonnet to

Milton's.

The Wordsworthian sonnet is no distinct type
to itself. Wordsworth generally used the Pe-

trarchan form, sometimes with the Miltonic

variation ; but a great many of them are

irregular in their rhyme-schemes.
The poet wrote one sonnet only in the

Shakespearian style, the one beginning :

She wept Life's purple tide began to flow.

1 "The Sonnets of John Milton/' with Portrait.

Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner and Co., 1892.
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OF THE SONNET

But in Professor Moore-Smith's edition the

couplet is not rhymed, reading :

That only wait the darkness of the heart

To cheer the wandering wretch with hospitable light.

The word "heart" should read "night,"

"heart" evidently being a misprint. But who

is to blame for the " slow length
"

of the alex-

andrine ? Wordsworth as a translator also was

sometimes loose. Take, for instance, the fifty-

ninth sonnet of Michael Angelo, which as a poem

is full of beauty. But the English poet's technical

rendering probably has no prototype. In the

original it is strictly legitimate in form, but in

this particular translation it is rhymed as follows :

ababc cbddeffJe
which is an irritating jumble, and hardly obeys

Rossetti's dictum, "that a good poem should

not be translated into a bad one." It is only

just to record here Wordsworth's own confession

that Michael Angelo's sonnets " were too much

for him." He attempted, at least, fifteen of the

sonnets but could not anywhere succeed.1

1 It may be stated that Wordsworth had a marred

text to work from that of Angelo's great-nephew.

5



THE CONSTRUCTION

Considering the greatness and splendour ot

Wordsworth's sonnets, it is somewhat strange

that there have been so few editions of them.

Including the poet's own edition of 1838, there

are to my knowledge only four editions extant

viz., Suttaby's, with Archbishop Trench's essay

on the Sonnet, 1884; Professor Moore-Smith's

of 1899 ;
and an edition published by Long in the

Calton Classics, 1907. Professor Moore-Smith

does not mention Suttaby's edition, and in his

note he says that "no more complete separate

collection than that of 1838 has been made to

this day" (1899).

I must pass on without mentioning other

sonneteers who have added considerable prestige

to sonnet-writing, and who have, more or less,

given us fine models, with some of whose work

I shall deal somewhat fully from an abstract

point of view. But I cannot refrain from re-

cording my esteem of Rossetti's sonnet-work.

Dante Gabriel Rossetti, whose poetry has an in-

expressible charm for me, is one of our masters of

technique. Take the whole of the hundred and

Signer Quasti's edition of 1863 was, of course,

non-existent in Wordsworth's time. W. D.

16



OF THE SONNET

a half or more of his sonnets, and we find that

the greater number of them are flawless in

craftsmanship. Art critics have found many
defects in the art of his pictures, though his

conceptions are without reproach. In his sonnet-

work, he has, to a remarkable extent, correctly
balanced structure and conception, and his work
in this field of literature is winning a slow but

sure immortality, and he will assuredly be known
to future ages as our English Michael Angelo.
Witness the growing bibliography of his life and

work. Mrs. Browning was also a master of

the sonnet, her " Sonnets from the Portuguese
"

being a paragon of sonnet-sequences. I hold

it with others that sonnet-sequences in most

cases are mistakes, as many sonnets in so-called

sequences are not at all linked and continuous;

and, furthermore, when it happens that they are

chained together, no particular sonnet could be

unlinked from its fellows and made to stand as a

complete poem. As Charles Tomlinson remarks

in his fine work,
1 " A sonnet ought to be a com-

plete organic structure, capable of being separated

1 " The Sonnet, its Origin, Structure, and Place

in Poetiy, etc." John Murray, London, 1874.

17 B



THE CONSTRUCTION

and admired for itself, without reference to its

position in a collection."

A sonnet-sequence proper should be similar to

a cinematograph scene-sequence, and every son-

net a complete part, yet every part a moving

glimpse of the whole subject. Such is Petrarch's

monumental work. Such is Dante's "Vita

Nuova," such is Rossetti's "House of Life,"

and such is Mrs. Browning's supreme love-

sequence. There is no definite opinion as to

whether Shakespeare's sonnets are a sequence or

not. Whether or no, they are, from a human

point of view, as much a sequence as the bubbles

that rise from a natural spring, for they are the

ebullitions of his mighty heart.

I have no desire to enter into the controversy

fulminating round the W. H. enigma. I have

read widely on the subject, and weighed most of

the arguments for and against several well-known

theories, and it leaves one with a sense of mystifi-

cation, for it is like coming out of one maze and

entering another. But considering that T. T.
was the inscriber, and that the dedication is one

of the clumsiest-worded ever penned, I don't

think there should be so much doubt existing about

the W. H. puzzle. Probably the H. was a

18



OF THE SONNET

misprint, and should have been S., meaning, ot

course, William Shakespeare. Thomas Thorpe
was too obscure a printer to have hob-nobbed

much, or at all, with earls and lords, and he,

being the compiler of the sonnets, it was a most
natural thing to inscribe the sonnets to the

writer of them. As to the veiled personages in

the sonnets themselves, it is not for me to cross

swords with the learned controversialists who
have promulgated their profound views and
fantastical theories. I am sufficiently satisfied

with the great amount of pleasure the sonnets

have afforded me, and the thought they have

inspired, for to me they are the "
key

"
to the

intellectual and imaginative palace of the richest

mind that ever God lent to men.
I cannot conclude this part of my essay with-

out paying tribute to David M. Main for his

great anthology of sonnets, and the amazing
wealth of notes accompanying them, viz.,

" A
Treasury of English Sonnets,"

1 and without

adding any more words or my own I will quote
as a confirmatory tribute that of James Ashcroft

1 William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and

London, 1880.

'9



THE CONSTRUCTION

Noble, from the "Sonnet in England" essay:
" Within the bounds of a single volume . . .

are to be found infinite riches in a little room.

Here are the dainty measures of Sir Philip

Sidney, the crystals that reflect the clear though

cold light of Spenser's passion, the cunningly

wrought caskets rich with varied imagery in

which Shakespeare locked his soul's secret;

the grave and majestic harmonies of Milton

* that God-gifted voice of England
'

;
the

solemn -
thoughted, passionately contemplative

records of Wordsworth's retirement to the

* sonnet's scanty plot of Ground
'

;
the painted

windows of 'warm gules' rose-blooms and

* soft amethyst
'

through which the spirit of

Keats throws a coloured radiance ; and, most

dear and memorable of them all, those night-

ingale melodies, those resonant heart-throbs,

wrought into a divine music, those ecstasies of

love and grief and high aspiration, which have

been left as an immortal legacy by Elizabeth

Barret Browning."
I must close this part of my notes by quoting

a sonnet on the sonnet by a little known writer,

Inigo Deane, which gives a clear idea of the

scope of the sonnet :

20
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Sunlit and broad the king's highway of song
Lies yonder but I tread it not, more fain

To linger dreaming in this pleasant lane

Where oft, when weary seemed yon road and long,

Fame's pilgrims rested. Oh, what memories throng
This little narrow space ! What love, what pain,

These hedges know of ! What high hopes, what

vain

Desires, have here found utterance sweet or strong !

Here Shakespeare hung his verse Orlando-wise

On many a branch ; here Dante sang of love ;

Sad Milton here forgot the evil days ;

And still 'tis echoing with Laura's praise

This lane so straight, so small ! But, ah ! above

What depth and vastness of the boundless skies !
l

THE ABSTRACT CONSTRUCTION

OF THE SONNET

I HAVE dwelt somewhat lengthily on the letter

of the sonnet. To deal adequately on the spirit

of the sonnet is a more difficult task, as there is

1 My thanks are due to the author for the use of

this sonnet. It is taken from a cutting, and I have

failed to trace its source. I am also unacquainted
with any work that contains it. W. D.
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no unanimity of opinion amongst sonnet-experts

as to what constitutes, and what does not consti-

tute, a sonnet. I will here give a few extracts

from various writers upon the subject, and, from

their many counsels or perfection, there may
be summarised some well-defined code of rules,

whereby we may distinguish between one sonnet

and another.

My first extract is from James Ashcroft Noble's

essay,
" The Sonnet in England

"
:

" A sonnet must have an imaginative com-

pleteness which leaves us serenely satisfied ;

it must have an artistic perfectness which

shall stand the test of that frequent and

loving examination to which, in virtue of its

very brevity, it makes a claim; it must have

its every line strong, its every word harmonious ;

it must be concentrated, yet clear compact,

yet fluent ; and while every phrase and image
is in itself a joy-giving thing of beauty,

every member must remain in sweet subor-

dination to the total effect and impression of

the whole."

Mr. Watts-Dunton's sonnet on the sonnet,
" A Metrical Lesson by the Seashore," expresses

perspicuously the poet-novelist's theory of the

spirit and poetic evolution of a sonnet :
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Yon silvery billows breaking on the beach

Fall back in foam beneath the star-shine clear,

The while my rhymes are murmuring in your ear

A restless love like that the billows teach ;

For on these sonnet-waves my soul would reach

From its own depths, and rest within you, dear,

As, through the billowy voices yearning here

Great nature strives to find a human speech.

A sonnet is a wave of melody :

For heaving waters of the impassioned soul

A billow of tidal music one and whole

Flows in the ' '

octave," then returning free,

Its ebbing surges in the "
sestet

"
roll

Back to the depths of Life's tumultuous sea.

John Addington Symonds, whose own sonnets

are redolent with the pure atmosphere of Poet-

land, remarks that " the striking metaphorical

symbol drawn by Mr. Theodore Watts (Dunton)
from the observation of the swelling and declin-

ing wave can, even in some examples, be applied

to sonnets on the Shakespearian model
; for, as a

wave may fall gradually or abruptly, so the

sonnet may sink with stately volume or with

precipitate subsidence to its close." Another

theory, evolved by Sir Henry Taylor
1

a Words-
1 " Notes from Books," p. 75. John Murray,

London, 1849.
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worthian critic and quoted both by Reed in

his "
English Sonnets

" l
essay, and Main in

his "Treasury of English Sonnets," as being

characteristic of Wordsworth's sonnets, I quote

as being equally applicable to every good sonnet,

viz. :
" Wordsworth's sonnet never goes off

as it were with a clap or repercussion at the

close, but is thrown up like a rocket, breaks

into light, and falls into a soft shower of

brightness." Mark Pattison, the scholastic

editor of Milton's sonnets, says :

" In the

sonnet the emphasis is nearly, but not quite,

equally distributed, there being a slight swell

or rise about the middle. The sonnet must

not advance by progressive climaxes, or end

abruptly ;
it should subside and leave off

quietly." Another opinion is that of A. T.

Quiller Couch, taken from the introduction

to his anthology of "
English Sonnets,"

2 and

is as follows :
" The octave should present

the poet's idea, the sestet apply it
;

or the

octave should introduce and develop an image,

1 From " Miscellaneous Essays on English Poetry,"

appended to " Lectures on the British Poets."

John Farquhar Shaw, London, 1857.

* Chapman and Hall, Limited, 1897.
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the sestet give back the general reflection

suggested by it. In either case there will

be a marked pause between the two." Charles

Crandall, whose work I have mentioned before,

gives it that "a good sonnet can well be

described as
c luminous

'

; the thought shines

out
;

it has life and movement and proclaims its

right to exist," furthermore,
" the effect at the

close should be as if one had heard music played

by unseen fingers." I must quote a very appro-

priate passage also quoted by Lloyd Mifflin, in

his notes prefixed to his " Collected Sonnets,"
1

by James Spedding, supplementary to the last

phrase of Crandall's, which is, "To appreciate

a collection of sonnets, you should read them

one by one, with intervals between long enough
to let the impression of each get out of

the other's way." Leigh Hunt says
" a sonnet

is, or ought to be, a piece of music as well as of

poetry." Petrarch himself said, in one of his

notes, that the end of a sonnet should be more

musical than the beginning. Lloyd Mifflin has

expressed himself on the subject in sonnet form

as follows :

1
Henry Frowde, London, 1905.
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THE SONNET

Still let a due reserve the Muse attend

Who threads the sonnet's labyrinth. As some

bell

That tolls tor vespers in a twilight dell,

So in the octave, let her voice suspend

Her pomp of phrase. The sestet may ascend

Slowly triumphant, like an organ-swell

In opulent grandeur rising pause, and dwell

With gathering glories to its dolphin end :

So, oft at eve around the sunset doors,

From up-piled splendours of some crimsoned cloud

Storm-based with dark unrolling like a scroll

Forth the accumulated thunder pours

Across the listening valley long and loud,

With low reverberations, roll on roll !

A sonnet is the epic of an idea, sentiment, or

conception a poetic reproduction of a scene, real

or visionary ;
and must not be " a problem to the

intelligence,
" J but an " excitant to the imagina-

tion." It should quicken the imagination, and

inspire another sonnet in the mind of the reader,

as reading Emerson inspires and fills the mind with

impromptu phrases in the manner of Emerson.

1 Mark Pattison.
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And whether a thought, or emotion, or a vivid

impression of a scene is expressed, it should be

like a meteor, momentarily flashing across the

skies of the imagination, and consuming itself in

the atmosphere of the reader's mind. Who
could write an epic of ten or twenty thousand

lines, and from beginning to end charge them

with the same intensity of fire and subtlety ot

spirit that is contained in a good sonnet ? The

white heat that would come of the attempt

would consume the soul of the experimentalist.

The spirit and body of a sonnet should be

entwined like a beautiful climbing plant. The

thought-matter should glow with splendid colour,

and its tendrils grasp and twine about the

supporting technique, as the plant creeps and

climbs about its skeleton supports. And as a

fine piece of architecture, or a beautiful picture,

or a nobly carved statue, gives one a sense of

unquestionable finish, so should a sonnet satisfy

the faculties.

Much has been said against the fourteen-line

limit of the sonnet, and most of the objectors

bring in the stale Procrustes simile as their most

forcible contra. It is told that that precious villain

used to lop off or stretch the limbs of his victims
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according to their length and the size of the bed

upon which he forced them to lie. But who shall

say that the bed was not also mechanically contrived

to suit his victims ? Mark Pattison remarks that
"
there will always be plausibility in urging that

the clothes must be cut to fit the man, and not

the man the clothes." There is little analogy
and less

plausibility in this clothes argument as

applied to the sonnet. Clothes are made to suit

the caprices of fashion-mongers. The generality
of men and women who wear them have no
voice in the matter. And to say that clothes fit

anybody is only courteous lying. The sonnet is

no fickle fashion, but has been simply evolved

from the fundamental laws of music and poetic

expediency. I find an almost perfect resemblance

between the sonnet and the pianoforte. The
piano has by evolution and improvement grown
into the splendid instrument that it is to-day.

Upon its keyboard can be played a Beethoven
sonata or a Lizst rhapsody ; and, on the other

hand, a simple love-song or quiet lullaby : and
who can say which the piano is the most fitted

for ? Did Beethoven cut down his concep-
tions to suit the keyboard, and did Schumann
and Schubert extend or lengthen out their love-
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lyrics and slumber-songs to monopolise the

keyboard's compass ? So it is with the sonnet.

It is an instrument on which the soul plays.
The fourteen lines are the keyboard ; and whether
it is a lyric of love, or a transcendental creation,
the poet finds the sonnet's compass adequate for

the expression of his soul's eloquence.
The physical stature of man has through all

ages and all nations been one practically normal

type. There have been, and are, people of

Lilliputian as well as Patagonian size. But these

are really phenomena of climate and environment,
and but emphasise the fact of the obvious average.
But when we consider the mental stature of

man, we see a stupendous difference between
one man and another an infinite

variety of

intellects, a marvellous stretch between the

capacity of a genius and that of an idiot. We
have men of great physical stature whose faculties

are of the beasts of the field, and others with

pigmy stature possessed with intellects that only
lack the divinity of gods. And even in the

happy medium of the majority of mankind there

is a great disparity of intelligence noted. The
sonnet is symbolic of the human form. It is the

body the frame-work of something greater, and
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never less, than itself, for even the mind of an

idiot is greater than his body. The sonnet can

be made the medium of a simple love-song or a

conception of divine grandeur ; it can be used to

describe the beauties of a cottage garden, or can

be made to glow with the splendour of a moun-
tain sunset. The sonnet is as natural a production

as the human form, and, like the human form,

no soul is too great or too small to take possession

of its limits.

Now, there is a 'concurrence or opinion that

all sonnets should be good poems, and must be

iudged as such, apart from the sonnet-technique.

Many bad poems are incorporated with perfect

concrete structure. Subject and workmanship
should be perfectly balanced in a sonnet, and

whatever the rhyme-scheme may be, Petrarchan

or Shakespearian, there ought to be a blending or

music and sense. And the weight of opinion

seems to be to the effect that the climax of a

sonnet must be at the end of the octave, the

sestet to ebb or fall back in reflective thought ;

and that, on no account whatever, must there

happen that fearful thing an anti-climax in the

sestet.

I will now give specimens from the sonnet
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work of several English poets, by way of illustra-

ting the foregoing theories and opinions of the

abstract construction of the sonnet. Because

Shakespeare did not write his sonnets in the

Petrarchan form, Mark Pattison says that they
are not sonnets at all ! Could pedantry, the red

tape of literature, rule the minds of men, there

would be an end to all
originality, all precedent,

all initiative. As Shakespeare was an Englishman,
and the greatest poet that God has sent into the

world to feed the minds of men, it is an insult

to impeach his intentions. The sonnets of

Shakespeare are as much sonnets as the plays of

Shakespeare are plays. It would be interesting
to know Count Tolstoi's opinion of the sonnets !

The "Rape of Lucrece
"

may be called a

predella to the following sonnet that breathes

such a terrible significance :

The expense of spirit in a waste of shame
Is lust in action, and till action, lust

Is perjured, murderous, bloody, full of blame,

Savage, extreme, rude, cruel, not to trust,

Enjoyed no sooner but despised straight,

Past reason hunted, and no sooner had
Past reason hated, as a swallowed bait

On purpose laid to make the taker mad ;
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Mad in pursuit and in possession so ;

Had, having, and in quest to have, extreme ;

A bliss in proof, and proved a very woe ;

Before, a joy proposed ; behind, a dream.

All this the world well knows ; yet none knows

well

To shun this heaven that leads men to this hell.

The following invocation to Love is one or

those rare poems that leaves the mind full of

echoes :

Sweet love, renew thy force ; be it not said

Thy edge should blunter be than appetite,

Which but to-day by feeding is allay'd

To-morrow sharpened in his former might :

So, love, be thou ; although to-day thou fill

Thy hungry eyes even till they wink with fulness,

To-morrow see again, and do not kill

The spirit of love with a perpetual dulness.

Let this sad interim like the ocean be

Which parts the shore, where two contracted

new

Come daily to the banks, that, when they see

Return of love, more blest may be the view ;

Else call it winter, which being full of care

Make's summer's welcome thrice more wish'd,

more rare.
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The next I quote is probably unique among
Shakespeare's sonnets. It is made up of two
poems, linked together to make a sonnet.

Separate the first eight lines from the others,
and we have two complete poems. The metaphor
in the sestet does not contain any meaning
relative to the foregoing eight lines, with the

exception of the most distant allusion in the
eleventh and twelfth lines. Notwithstanding
this strange alliance, I give it as a specimen of
"
concentrated

"
but "

clear
"
thought :

They that have power to hurt and will do none,
That do not do the thing they most do show,

Who, moving others, are themselves as stone,

Unmoved, cold, and to temptation slow,

They rightly do inherit heaven's graces
And husband Nature's riches from expense :

They are the lords and owners of their faces,
Others but stewards of their excellence.

The summer's flower is to the summer sweet,

Though to itself it only live and die,
But if that flower with base infection meet,
The basest weed outbraves his dignity :

For sweetest things turn sourest by their deeds
;

Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds.

Shakespeare's sonnets are
really modelled on
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the Italian type. Though they are not rhymed

according to accepted rules, yet it will be

found that in most of them the pause is

unmistakably marked between the two divi-

sions of eight and six lines, and bears out the

idea of Quiller Couch. As an example of this :

When in disgrace with fortune and men's eyes,

I all alone beweep my outcast state,

And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries,

And look upon myself and curse my fate,

Wishing me like to one more rich in hope,

Featured like him, like him with friends possess'd,

Desiring this man's art and that man's scope,

With what I most enjoy contented least ;

Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising,

Haply I think on thee, and then my state,

Like to the lark at break of day arising

From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven's gate ;

For thy sweet love remember'd such wealth brings

That then I scorn to change my state with Icings.

Some of them have veritable breaks like silent

bars at the end of the eighth lines, such as the

following which I indicate by quoting first lines :

Music to hear, why nearest thou music sadly

Thy bosom is endeared with all hearts,
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If thou survive my well-contented day.

So am I as the rich whose blessed key,

and others, as well as those I have quoted fully,

except
" The expense of spirit, etc.," which has

a Miltonic continuity. A great many of the

rhymed couplets at the end of Shakespeare's
sonnets are simply appendages and add nothing
to the purpose or thought of the preceding
lines. Some of them are mere Elizabethan

conceits and jingles. A couplet at the end

of a Shakespearian sonnet has a family like-

ness to the coda used very often at the end of

a musical composition ; it
is, or should be, a

kind of summary or recapitulation of the fore-

going lines.

There is no poetry that breathes the lyrical

spirit of Pan more than that of Keats. The very-

atmosphere of the ancient mythology pervades all

he wrote. Imagination, thought and fancy are

like " beaded bubbles, winking at the brim "
of

his every sonnet. His genius is of the sparkling
freshness of an Arcadian spring. His soul danced

with fauns and satyrs, bathed with nai'ads and

mermaids, and sang with syrens. The nymphs,
enamoured of such a soul, decoyed him in his

youth, as they did Hylas, to their Parnassian
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abodes. Two-thirds of Keats' sonnets are in the

Petrarchan form, the rest are Shakespearian, with

the exception of about half a dozen that seem

to be amalgams of both. Keats evidently re-

cognised the two types as being equally legitimate.

His Muse is of the quietness of the sanctuary.

Throughout all his poetry we see her with her

finger on her lips, and with a sound that is no

speech, whispering Hush !

Note the serenity of the following sonnet :

After dark vapours have oppressed our plains

For a long dreary season, comes a day

Born of the gentle South, and clears away

From the sick heavens all unseemly stains.

The anxious month, relieved from its pains,

Takes as a long-lost right the feel of May,
The eyelids with the passing coolness play,

Like rose-leaves with the drip of summer rains.

The calmest thoughts come round us as of leaves

Budding fruit ripening in stillness autumn

suns

Smiling at eve upon the quiet sheaves,

Sweet Sappho's cheek, a sleeping infant's

breath,

The gradual sand that througn an hour-glass

runs,

A woodland rivulet, a Poet's death.
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And also the one to Sleep :

O soft embalmer of the still midnight !

Shutting with careful fingers and benign,
Our gloom-pleased eyes ; embowered from the

light,

Enshaded in forgetfulness divine
;

O soothest sleep ! if so it please thee, close,

In midst of this thine hymn, my willing eyes,
Or wait the amen ere thy poppy throws

Around my bed its lulling charities ;

Then save me, or the passed day will shine

Upon my pillow, breeding many woes
;

Save me from curious conscience, that still lords

Its strength, for darkness burrowing like a mole
;

Turn the key deftly in the oiled wards,
And seal the hushed casket of my soul.

What music could do justice to this beautiful

apostrophe this lullaby to one's own infant

soul ?

Here is another full of a quiet sabbath evening
charm :

How many bards gild the lapses of time !

A few of them have ever been the food

Of my delighted fancy-^I could brood
Over their beauties, earthly or sublime :
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And often, when I sit me down to rhyme,

These will in throngs before my mind intrude :

But no confusion, no disturbance rude

Do they occasion ; 'tis a pleasing chime.

So the unnumbered sounds that evening store ;

The songs of birds the whispering of the

leaves

The voice of waters the great bell that heaves

With solemn sound and thousand others more,

That distance of recognisance bereaves,

Make pleasing music, and not wild uproar.

There are many more that seem to have been

smoothed with the hand of his lullaby-singing

Muse ;
but a sufficient number have been

quoted by way of illustrating one side of Keats'

temperament, which has received little notice

heretofore.

William Watson, in his beautiful poem
" Wordsworth's Grave," gives the true inter-

pretation of Wordsworth's poetry when he

speaks of it as bringing to weary-hearted men

and women the "gift of rest" and "peace on

earth." In furtherance of that idea, I will quote

one or two of his sonnets all strictly Italian in

form that seem to be set in a veritable twilight

of " peace which passeth all understanding."
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The first one is the initial sonnet of a quartette
named "Personal Talk" :

I am not one who much or oft delight

To season my fireside with personal talk,

Of friends, who live within an easy walk,

Or neighbours, daily, weekly, in my sight :

And, for my chance acquaintance, ladies bright,

Sons, mothers, maidens withering on the stalk,

These all wear out of me, like forms with chalk

Painted on rich men's floors, for one feast-night.

Better than such discourse doth silence, long,

Long, barren silence, square with my desire ;

To sit without emotion, hope, or aim,

In the loved presence of my cottage-fire,

And listen to the flapping of the flame,

Or kettle whispering its faint undersong.

After picturing what peace and happiness can

be got out of books and music and dreams

poet's dreams the poet ends the brief sequence
with the following tranquillising reflections :

Nor can I not believe but that hereby
Great gains are mine ; for thus I live remote

From evil-speaking ; rancour, never sought,

Comes to me not
; malignant truth, or lie.
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Hence have I genial seasons, hence have I

Smooth passions, smooth discourse, and joyous

thought :

And thus from day to day my little boat

Rocks in its harbour, lodging peaceably.

Blessings be with them and eternal praise,

Who gave us nobler loves, and nobler cares-

The Poets, who on earth have made us heirs

Of truth and pure delight by heavenly lays !

Oh ! might my name be numbered among
theirs,

Then gladly would I end my mortal days.

The following two sonnets I link together.

They were composed at different periods of the

poet's life, one being probably an unintended and

unconscious repetition of the mood expressed in

the other. Commercialism in Wordsworth's time

was not the dragon it is in these hustling days.

Even then it was sufficiently august in its grasping

power to crush a great deal of the nobility out

of the heart of English life. Could the poet,

whose motto must always have been " God and

Peace,"
" live at this hour," he would find that

his two noble sonnets are like voices " crying out

in the wilderness." At any rate, I give them

here, for their voices of protest are just as hot
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with indignation as when they were written

during the heart-throbs of the poet :

The world is too much with us ; late and

soon,

Getting and spending, we lay waste our

powers :

Little we see in nature that is ours ;

We have given our hearts away, a sordid boon !

This sea that bears her bosom to the moon
;

The winds that will be howling at all hours,

And are up-gathered now like sleeping flowers

For this, and everything, we are out of tune,

It moves us not. Great God ! I'd rather be

A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn
;

So might I, standing on this pleasant lea,

Have glimpses that would make me less

forlorn,

Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea ;

Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn.

Milton ! thou should'st be living at this hour :

England hath need of thee : she is a fen

Of stagnant waters : altar, sword and pen,

Fireside, the heroic wealth of hall and bower,

Have forfeited their ancient English dower

Of inward happiness. We are selfish men ;

Oh ! raise us up, return to us again,

And give us manners, virtue, freedom, power.
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Thy soul was like a Star, and dwelt apart :

Thou hadst a voice whose sound was like the

sea :

Pure as the naked heavens, majestic, free,

So didst thou travel on life's common way
In cheerful godliness ; and yet thy heart

The lowliest duties on herself did lay.

The sonnet to B. R. Haydon, while it is full

of repose, yet is meant to encourage and inspire

those poets especially who, though poor in

this world's goods, yet may find a great reward in

the bare strenuousness of noble work :

High is our calling, Friend ! Creative Art

(Whether the instrument of words she use,

Or pencil pregnant with ethereal hues,)

Demands the service of a mind and heart,

Though sensitive, yet, in their weakest part,

Heroically fashioned to infuse

Faith in the whispers of the lovely Muse,
While the whole world seems adverse to desert.

And, oh ! when Nature sinks, as oft she may,

Through long-lived pressure of obscure distress,

Still to be strenuous for the bright reward,

And in the soul admit of no decay,

Brook no continuance of weak-mindedness
" Great is the glory, for the strife is hard !

"
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"In matters of mere art technique, *the

Sonnets from the Portuguese' represent Mrs.

Browning at her point of highest achievement.

They now are the noblest anthology for noble

lovers which our language has to show." Thus
-j o

does James Ashcroft Noble, in his essay, charac-

terise these beautiful love-thoughts that have

shed honour and glory on the name of the

sonnet. The specimens I give are from this

Browning-sequence, and coruscate with images
born out of the very sanctuary of her love-

burning soul. They are the ist, I4th, 26th and

44th:

I thought once how Theocritus had sung
Of the sweet years, the dear and wished-for

years,

Who each one in a gracious hand appears

To bear a gift for mortals, old or young :

And, as I mused it in his antique tongue,

I saw, in gradual vision through my tears,

The sweet, sad years, the melancholy years,

Those of my own life, who by turns had flung

A shadow across me. Straightway I was 'ware,

So weeping, how a mystic shape did move

Behind me, and draw me backward by the hair ;

And a voice said in mastery, while I strove,
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" Guess now who holds thee !

" "
Death," I said.

But, there,

The silver answer rang,
" Not death, but love."

If thou must love me, let it be for nought

Except for love's sake only. Do not say
"

I love her for her smile her look her way
Of speaking gently, for a trick of thought
That falls in well with mine, and certes brought
A sense of pleasant ease on such a day

"

For these things in themselves, Beloved, may
Be changed, or change for thee, and love, so

wrought,

May be unwrought so. Neither love me for

Thine own dear pity's wiping my cheeks dry,
Since one might well forget to weep, who bore

Thy comfort long, and lose thy love thereby !

But love me for love's sake, that evermore

Thou may'st love on, through love's eternity.

I lived with visions for my company
Instead of men and women, years ago,

And found them gentle mates, nor thought to

know

A sweeter music than they played to me.

But soon their trailing purple was not free

Of this world's dust, their lutes did silent grow,
And I myself grew faint and blind below

Their vanishing eyes. Then thou didst come to be,
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Beloved, what they seemed. Their shining fronts,

Their songs, their splendours (better, yet the

same,

As river-water hallowed into fonts)

Met in thee, and from out thee overcame

My soul with satisfaction of all wants :

Because God's gifts put man's best dreams to

shame.

Beloved, thou hast brought me many flowers

Plucked in the garden, all the summer through,
And winter, and it seemed as if they grew

In this close room, nor missed the sun and showers.

So, in the like name of that love of ours,

Take back these thoughts which here unfolded

too,

And which on warm and cold days I withdrew

From my heart's ground. Indeed, those beds and

bowers

Be overgrown with bitter weeds and rue,

And wait thy weeding ; yet here's eglantine ;

Here's ivy ! take them, as I used to do

Thy flowers, and keep them where they shall

not pine.

Instruct thine eyes to keep their colours true,

And tell thy soul, their roots are left in mine.

William Sharp, in his "
Critical Introduction

"
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to the "Sonnets of this Century,"
1

says with

reference to Mrs. Browning's sonnet-sequence :

" The pathetic beauty, the fascinating personality,

the pure poetry displayed in these sonnets, have

touched many and many a heart since the tired

singer was laid to rest under the cypresses not

far from the beloved river, whose flow she had so

often followed in thought down to the far-oft

Pisan sea." To quote all the eulogiutn that has

been bestowed on Mrs. Browning's love-songs

would require a volume to itself.

Dante Gabriel Rossetti's Sonnets have a charm

that cannot be found in any other poet's work.

There are no sonnets, ancient or modern, less

derivative than his. His mind was impregnated
with the ichor of originality, and he produced his

work in the same natural way as the earth

produces flowers. The greatest degree of finish

in workmanship, in the poet-painter's own words,

is,
" that where the work has been all mentally

cartooned, as it were, beforehand, by a process

intensely conscious, but patient and silent an

occult evolution of life."

William Watson speaks of the " wizard twi-

1 London: Walter Scott, 1886, and subsequent

editions.
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light Coleridge knew." Has no one discovered

the wizard twilight of Rossetti, such as is found

intersheening most of those comprising the
" House of Life

" 1

sequence ? I select a few

examples, almost at random, that seem to shimmer
with roseate fairy-light, and are redolent and
warm with the sunset hues that can only be seen

through the "
magic casements

"
of the imagina-

tion :

And Fame whose loud wings fan the ashen Past

To signal fires,

Tender as dawn's first hill fire,

Thine eyes grey-lit in shadowing hair above,-

And where wan water trembles in the grove
And the wan moon is all the light thereof,

. . . what gaze
To thine, which now absorbs within its sphere

My worshipping face, till I am mirrored there

Light-circled in a heaven ofdeep-drawn rays ?

Whose eyes the sun-gate of the soul unbar,

Being of its furthest fires oracular ;

1 London : Ellis and Elvey.
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Deep in the sun-searched growths the dragon-fly

Hangs like a blue thread loosened from the sky :

. . . that I

May pour for thee this golden wine, brim-high,

Till round the glass thy fingers glow like gold.

This sunlight shames November where he grieves

In dead red leaves,

Here dawn to-day unveiled her magic glass ;

This feast-day of the sun, his altar there

In the broad west has blazed for vesper-song ;

Transfigured where the fringed horizon falls,

A firey bush with coruscating hair.

And see the gold air and the silver fade

And the last bird fly into the last light.

Like frost-bound fire-girt scenes of long ago.

And the red wings of frost-fire rent the sky.

Such are the peep-holes through which we

catch glimpses of the dreamer's world beyond

the windows of cold language a world away

from, and undreamed of, by most of us but to

Rossetti adjacent as his own garden. We get

glimpses of this kingdom even from his pictures ;

and there are very few of them but show sunlit

patches of that realm of which the scenes before

4*
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us are but incidents and events,

"
being of their

furthest fires oracular." His sonnets are like

stained-glass stories of Romance. There is very
little poetry permeated with so much "dim reli-

gious light
"
of poets' dreams as Rossetti's poetry.

Almost every sonnet is as a cathedral window : we
see not the outer world which science has made so
real to us, but one ofrosy glamour, full ofthe spirit
and atmosphere of Madeline's chamber, the whole
glorified, yet subdued, by an

invisibly played,
yet soul-heard music glamour, atmosphere and
music that are of the very nature of perfect

poetry. He describes pictures with the subtle

potency of divination, and has given us almost

super-conceptions of one or two that are probably
worlds away from the minds of the painters, such
as the one I now give, named : For a Venetian
Pastoral

; by Giorgione ; in the Louvre "
:

Water, for anguish of the solstice : nay,
But dip the vessel slowly, nay, but lean
And hark how at its verge the wave sighs in

Reluctant. Hush ! beyond all depth away
The heat lies silent at the break of day:
Now the hand trails upon the

viol-string
That sobs, and the brown faces cease to sing,

Sad with the whole of pleasure. Whither stray
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Her eyes now, from whose mouth the slim pipes creep

And leave it pouting, while the shadowed grass

Is cool against her naked side ? Let be :

Say nothing now unto her lest she weep,

Nor name this ever. Be it as it was,

Life touching lips with Immortality.

There is a fine appreciation of this sonnet

by James Ashcroft Noble in an essay entitled

"A Pre-Raphaelite Magazine," and appears in

his work "The Sonnet in England, and other

Essays."

I would invite the attention of sonnet students

to Rossetti's work. It fascinates with its very

purity of vision, breadth of tone and richness

of colour. Furthermore, it is impressive with

the sincerity of a poet's religion, a religion that

knows neither dogma nor creed.

Mr. William Watson's sonnets are of a very

precise nature. They are clockwork-like in

structure, and are examples of perfect poetic

engineering. The lines are dovetailed and tied

with each other to such a degree of finish that the

separating of a single line from the general frame-

work almost necessitates smashing up the whole

sonnet. But where are there sonnets more

mellow with "deep-brained thought," more
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vivid with imagination, more felicitously phrased ?

R. L. Stevenson and William Watson hold equal

places for perfection of phraseology, the one in

prose, the other in poetry ; both being great

students of the fitness of words.

Mr. Watson has shown a painful impatience,

which almost borders on passionate intolerance,

for bards lesser than himself. Such sonnets as

the "Reign of the Muse" and "I think the

immortal servants of mankind "
seem to express

the essence of the poet's divine wrath which

he pours on the upturned faces of his humble

followers with an abandon that seems a waste of

afflatus. And recently he has almost burst his

soul in giving utterance to an effusion that is

distinguished more for its rhetoric than for its

sympathy, viz., "Orgies on Parnassus," which

appeared in the Fortnightly Ttguiew for April

1908. It is a great thing for Mr. Watson to

have attained, by genius and uncommon capacity,

one of the loftiest plateaus on Parnassus ; but

surely there are not many students of poetry
who believe that William Watson has the whole

Mountain of Muses to himself.

But forgiving Mr. Watson for his haughty
demeanour towards his humble brothers I must
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here acknowledge my indebtedness to him. I

have derived unmeasured delight from his beauti-

ful work and more especially from his sonnets
;

they are, I think, the very acme of modern sonnet-

poetry. The sonnet on Shakespeare is one of

Watson's supreme efforts. It stands on a con-

siderably higher plane than most of the sonnets

that the "myriad-minded" poet has inspired,

notwithstanding the fine tributes of Milton,

Hartley Coleridge and Matthew Arnold. There

is a splendid sonnet on Shakespeare by Dr. Lloyd
Mifflin in his new work previously mentioned.

It was my intention to quote here one or

two of Mr. Watson's exquisite sonnets, such as

" The Frontier
"

with its atmosphere of tran-

quillity, the one on Gordon beginning "Idle

although our homage be and vain
"

;
but the

publishers of his work have made it impossible.

I will here, in the absence of Mr. Watson's
"
Shakespeare," quote Hartley Coleridge's tribute

to the Master Poet,
** in all respects adequate to

its high theme." 1
It shows, as an example,

what a fit medium the sonnet is for the expression

of eulogistic feelings and sentiments :

1

Henry Reed.
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The soul of man is larger than the sky,

Deeper than ocean, or the abysmal dark

Of the unfathomed centre. Like the Ark
Which in its sacred hold uplifted high
O'er the drowned hills, the human family,
And stock reserved of every living kind,

So, in the compass of the single mind,
The seeds and pregnant forms in essence lie,

That make all worlds. Great Poet, 'twas thy art

To know thyself, and in thyself to be

Whate'er love, hate, ambition, destiny,
Or the firm, fatal purpose of the heart

Can make of man. Yet thou wert still the same,
Serene of thought, unhurt by thy own flame.

The form of the foregoing sonnet is irregular,
but Coleridge seems to have favoured it some-

what, as many of his sonnets are modelled on this

particular rhyme-scheme. The two rhymed
couplets of the sestet impinge on the spirit ear

before the echoes of the octave couplets have

quite died away. Five couplets in a sonnet are

worse than seven, for the latter arrangement is

at least redeemed by symmetry.
Now it will be seen, too, that the sonnet is a

very adaptable form of verse, lending itself as the

vehicle of every kind of poetic conception. No
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other type of versification has the homogeneity of

the sonnet. How many of the world's great

intellectual lovers have made it the medium of

their noble passions ! How glorified with the

name of Love is this peculiar little gem of poesy !

If I mention only a few who have used it for so

noble a purpose Dante, Petrarch, Ronsard,

Shakespeare, Rossetti, Mrs. Browning it is

sufficient justification of the sonnet as a love-

song. Ballads, elegies, descriptions, epistles,

battle-pieces, prayers, invocations, psalms, songs-
all these phases of poetical thought and feeling
find "

apt and artful
"

expression in the sonnet.

One writer says
" the sonnet might be called the

alphabet of the human heart, since almost every
kind of emotion has been expressed, or attempted
to be expressed, in it." In illustration of the

foregoing I will give four examples showing the

wonderful power, infinite variety and resource-

fulness of the sonnet.

The first is by a writer no longer with

us, who wrote extensively in the sonnet form,
and left it a little more polished for his hand-

ling Charles Tennyson Turner. Where is

there a sweeter picture either in colour or

language than the following, entitled "Letty's
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Globe : or Some Irregularities in a First Lesson

in Geography
"

r

When Letty scarce had passed her third glad year,

And her young artless words began to flow,

One day we gave the child a coloured sphere

Ofthe wide Earth, that she might mark and know

By tint and outline, all its sea and land.

She patted all the world ; old Empires peeped

Between her baby fingers, her soft hand

Was welcome at all frontiers ;
how she leaped,

And laughed, and prattled, in her pride of bliss !

But when we turned her sweet unlearned eye

On our own Isle, she raised a joyous cry :

" O yes ! I see it, Letty's home is there !

"

And while she hid all England with a kiss,

Bright over Europe fell her golden hair.

The second is by Hartley Coleridge, and
is,

in spite of its bad construction, articulate with

tender and chaste reverence, and bears a likeness

to Julian Fane's exquisite
" Ad Matrem "

sonnets

and the sonnet by Stephen Phillips named
" A Mother

"
:

O my dear mother, art thou still awake ?

Or art thou sleeping on thy Makers arm,

Waiting in slumber for the shrill alarm

Ordained to give the world its final shake ?
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Art thou with " interlunar night
"
opaque

Clad like a worm while waiting for its wings ?

Or doth the shadow of departed things

Dwell on thy soul as on a breezeless lake ?

Oh ! would that I could see thee in thy heaven

For one brief hour, and know I was forgiven

For all the pain and doubt and rankling shame

Which I have caused to make thee weep or sigh !

Bootless the wish ! for where thou art on high,

Sin casts no shadow, sorrow hath no name.

Another fine sonnet on the same theme is that

by the late Edmund Clarence Stedman named
" A Mother's Picture." 1

Lloyd Mifflin has also

paid his tribute to motherhood in his tender

sonnet named " A Picture of my Mother." 2

The next is by John Payne, a living writer

and an unrivalled translator, and appears in

"
Vigils and Visions," a work of over two

hundred sonnets, published by the Villon Society.

It is named "Sport" and is a protest against

the callous cruelty that is committed in the name

1 "
Lyrics and Idylls." London : C. Kegan Paul

and Co., 1879.
8 From "At the Gates of Song." Boston : Estes

and Lauriat, 1897.
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of Sport by people who have more stomach than

heart :

" But for amusements, life were tolerable,"

So said the sage, and certes, what in court

And hall and stud " amusement " men report
Is weariness for those, past words to tell,

To whom true pleasure is delectable

And highest, noblest work ; whilst, what for
*'

sport
"

Alas ! is holden of the baser sort ;

What for the nobler sense were direr hell

Than our dumb fellows' pain to see, to hear

The rabbit's scream, the hare's despairing cry,

To meet the dying bird's fast-glazing eye

Reproachful for its life of harmless cheer

Crushed out by fools, who nothing better know
Than to find pleasure in another's woe J

The fourth sonnet has not been printed before,

and is by another living writer Mr. Jonathan
M. Denwood. He is the second son of the late

John Denwood of Cockermouth, author of
" Cumbrian Carols,"

" Cumbrian Brothers," etc.

I give Mr. Denwood's sonnet as an example
of one with an adequate motive adequately

expressed with the addition of a great truth

suggested. It is named
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THE BISHOP OF BARF.
" The Barf is a very rugged mountain that

stands opposite Skiddaw at the head of Bassen-

thwaite Lake. The Bishop is a large piece of

rock that stands exactly about half-way up the side

of the mountain. This piece of rock is white-

washed every year by the villagers, and is called

The Bishop."

No princely sinecure is thine to hold,

Thy See is worthless and thy heart is stone:

And there thou sittest on thy silent throne

Speechless as death as pitiless and cold.

Thousands of years the mists have round thee rolled,

And all the while thou naught hast seen or

known :

Deaf, blind, and dumb, thou frontest time alone,

Unmoved by lust of power or love of gold.

Familiar figure of our mountain land !

Like and unlike to thee the church is now,
Like it no wrong can touch thy pulseless heart,

Or bring the blush of shame upon thy brow :

Unlike it thus, and only thus, thou art

It graspeth far and wide with ruthless hand.

As my concluding sonnet I quote that fine one

of Thomas Bailey Aldrich :
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Enamoured architect of airy rhyme,

Build as thou wilt
;
heed not what each man $ay.

Good souls, but innocent of dreamers' ways,

Will come and marvel why thou wastest time ;

Others beholding how thy turrets climb

'Twixt theirs and heaven, will hate thee all their

days;

But most beware of those who come to praise.

O wondersmith, O worker in sublime

And heaven-sent dreams, let art be all in all;

Build as thou wilt, unspoiled by praise or blame,

Build as thou wilt, and as thy light is given.

Then, if at last thy airy structure fall,

Dissolve and vanish, take thyself no shame.

They fail, and they alone, who have not striven.

It will easily be seen by sonnet experts that I

have but just peeped into the garden of sonnet-

literature, and culled a few stray, but choice,

blooms that grew within my reach, and that

clambered about the garden wall. The great

wealth of beauty and colour and perfume and

music still lie beyond me, awaiting the tender

and loving study of those who are favoured with

the passport of the Muses to enter such a beauti-

ful demesne.

And now I send my own century of sonnets
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into the world, feeling presumptuous, and almost

impertinent, at laying them at the feet of my
master, the British Public. On the other hand,
I have a feeling ot reverence, not without

humility, in thus aspiring to join hands with

those who have made sonnet-literature a study
and labour of love. And when I consider that

the greatest poets put the essence of their genius
in sonnet form, I feel as if I had eaten of the

crumbs only that have fallen from their tables.

And I hope I have not wooed Euterpe in vain,

for although sometimes it has seemed to me that

she has scorned my overtures, yet I think that at

least I have touched the hem of her garment.

I must here acknowledge my indebtedness to

Mr. Douglas Vickers, Mr. Fred. G. Bowles,

Mr. W. G. Kyle, Mr. J. M. Denwood, Mr.

John Denwood, and to others for their kindly

assistance and encouragement.

WILLIAM DOWSING.

54 STOVIN ROAD,

COLERIDGE ROAD, SHEFFIELD.

NOTE. I must express my gratitude to those

who have lent me aid in the matter of copyright
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sonnets which I have used in illustration and

exposition of the subject of my Essay, such as :

Mr. Henry Frowde for Dr. Lloyd Mifflin's

sonnet from "
Collected Sonnets," 1905 and 1907.

Mr. Alfred Forman, Secretary, Villon Society,
for Mr. John Payne's sonnet.

Mr. Watts-Dunton for his sonnet on the

Sonnet.

Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, U.S.A.,
for the sonnets by Thomas Bailey Aldrich and

Edgar Fawcett.

Dr. Lloyd Mifflin and Mr. J. M. Denwood
for their hitherto unpublished sonnets.

W. D.
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THE SONNET: INTRODUCTORY

To Dr. LLOYD MIFFLIN

T T THAT people can out-vie the Japanese

In the art of stunting growth of plant or

bloom ?

A tree, whose roots would grasp a willow's room,

Is made to flourish in a vase with ease.

Dwarfed plants, that Nature meant for forest trees,

Their windows hold, that ne'er know curtain

gloom :

Such symmetry to match, who dare presume ?

For colour, beauty, who can rival these ?

So he who fain would be a sonneteer

Must husband his great soul to pigmy size,

Yet lose no jot of beauty, truth, or grace.

An epic broadening in his mind's keen eyes,

Emotions, passionate with love or fear,

Must flourish full within a sonnet's space.



DEDICATORY SONNET

To MY WIFE

T T 7HAT Life can hold is more thin words can tell :

Fearful as dreams when hopeless horror

reigns ;

Tranquil as slumber after doleful pains ;

Charged with the joys of Heaven, the woes of Hell.

What Love can hold ah, mortals know this well !

The heaven of heavenly joy it oft attains;

The hell of hellish woe that leaves its stains

When tears have sealed the last and One Farewell.

What Death can hold, nor life nor love can know :

The closed book to Reason, Science, Art.

When earth's last change my life shall undergo,

Will doom eternal be Life's counterpart

To my dumb soul ? Shall Love in overthrow

Amongst a thousand heavens seek my heart ?
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LOFE AND SUNLIGHT

}
I

VHE sun, progenitor of life and light,

All power, beauty, and magnificence,

God's lamp, God held for Nature's luminence,

The glory of the day, the halo of the night,

And o'er the earth, his carpet, richly dight

With heaven's transparent gold, reveals intense

The faith of common things, pulsing with sense

Of prayer to all his majesty and might.

Thus Love, the gracious symbol of the king

Of Heaven, how sweetly doth its gentle beam

Quicken the germs of life, awakening

In lonely hearts Affection's tender dream,

Fanning to heat the passion slumbering

In unconjectured souls, wherein none deem.



II

NIGHT AND MORNING

TT 7"HEN Sleep doth lead with power magical

My soul through groves of weird fantastic

dreams,

With which the shadowy dominion teems,

And shows me horrid shapes that do appal

The senses, to hear demons harshly call

In unremitting, undiminished screams,

For sweet relief from all th' eternal schemes

Of pain to which stern Fate has doomed them all

How then doth seem the morning's golden light,

When I awake, and find me face to face

With thee, robed in Love's simple aureole !

How then do fade the nightmares of my soul

Before th' indignant protest of the grace

Of thy chaste soul ; as angel virtue white !
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LABOUR'S SUMMIT

LOVE, life's steep and rugged slope I climb

With leaden feet, and hesitate and shrink

At every terrace that doth serve to link

The height attained with the wished-for peak sub-

lime.

And round me crawl dread monsters, sleek with

slime,

And pallid nameless things, that stare and blink,

And jealously do thrust me near the brink

Of Hell's abyss the gulf of Creed and Crime

O Love, be you my spirit's beacon star

In this my upward labouring, and hide

Your magnitude behind no envious tide

Of shadows, but, undimmed, as love-stars are,

Shine on, and be the sure unfailing guide

Of my lone soul to Rest's white peak afar.
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IV

FANTAST

WHEN
from the watch-tower of my soul, I gaze

Beyond life's wide and lightning stricken

plains,

And scan the peaks of Glory's mountain chains,

Whereon are statued in eternal blaze

Great earth-souls when I do feel the rays

From their white pinnacles, and see the stains,

Of earthless sunsets flung on earthless mains,

And peace that follows love's tempestuous days

Alas ! it seems an empty fantasy

To me, low- tethered to the earth, distraught

With wingless whims, shackled with lethargy,

Ere seeking for the sun that's ever sought !

O Love, enough if I can worthily

Link your sweet name to an immortal thought.
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THE GREATER LOVE

TT 7"HEN day is born, and earth is bathed inW
light,

And all things bask in sunshine, soft and sweet,

Then is forgotten 'mid the noontide heat

The brightest star that gems the dome of night.

But when the sun doth vanish from the sight,

And darkness follows on with silent feet,

Then how enrapturously do we greet

That star, heaven-ruling with a cheerful might !

So is your love, compared with mine, like day

Out-shining stars of night. Below, above,

In my heart's world, is felt your sun's caress.

But when the shades of Grief eclipse the ray

Of your superior love, 'tis then my love

Shines in, and gilds the night of your distress.



VI

LOVE AFTER DEATH

T \ 7HEN death and I are one, and earth's cold

tomb

Has changed my body's blood to pulseless dust,

When passion, grief, ambition, hate and lust,

No more are creatures born of life's spent womb,

Will then my soul, awakening in dull gloom,

Low-shackled with the same old deep distrust

Of loveless creeds, be by Great God down thrust

To dumb despair's unalterable doom ?

Nay, Love. It were far better thus if life

Meant nought but living ; but the soul aspires

Beyond all life to something far above

Th' humanities. Is not the end of strife,

And all the urgings of Hope's quenchless fires,

One ultimate condition deathless Love ?
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GLEAMS AND SHADOWS

A CHECKERED life is ours, and full of change,
* * And all around reflects Fate's fickleness

This moment calm, the next a whirl of stress,

To-day serene, to-morrow sad and strange.

Like summer's noonday flies, we flit and range

Among the sunbeams, decked in tinsel dress,

Until the shadows come ; then less and less

Life wanes, and Time would hope and love estrange.

O were it not for love, life would be dull,

And none would yearn for that which Faith fore-

dooms,

And all would heed not Hope's alluring spell.

But love and hope, and all that makes life full,

And faith that sees beyond Death's mystic glooms,

Are gleams of Heaven that hide the shades of

Hell.
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VIII

IMPULSES

' VHE Spring is come, and earth and sky and air

* Make one rapt smile of quiet ecstasy.

The world is redolent with all that's fair

In cloud and bloom, and mingled melody.

My heart is filled with just the same delight

That brooklets sing of, with the same leaven

That swells the lark's glad bosom in its flight

From blossom-beaming scenes to scenes of heaven.

Dear One, thou art my life ! What were my heart

Without thee ? E'en a lamp that has no flame.

My love without thee ? Love that lives apart

From God a thing of dread without a name.

My hope without thee ? A living tomb,

Where light is but a dream amidst the gloom
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KINDREDSHIP (No. i)

T T 7"E are three hearts in one, and one in three

God's heart, my heart, and that clean heart

of thine.

God's heart the whole of life and love divine,

The whole of spiritual beauty that we see,

All music glowing with Hope's brilliancy,

All silence lulling pain to sweet resign

Of sleep. Day's lavishment of shower and shine ;

Night's mystic magnitude and majesty.

God's heart the smile that sheens an infant's face :

The generous deed done by a mute Unknown :

The fountain from whence flows the milk of grace.

The tree whereon sweet Mercy's fruit is grown.

The eternal pulse that governs time and space.

The sphere that bounds all spheres in girdling

zone.
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KINDREDSHIP (No. 2)

Ti >TY heart a casket of thy jewels rare,

**** In rich harmonious mixture : tears that fell,

Like summer raindrops, when affection's spell

Buoyed up thy soul to wing Love's native air :

Rapt smiles, that lend to gloom a debonair

And efflorescent sheen ; soft looks that quell

All rage ; sweet, gentle speech, whose sounds dispel

Griefs looming shades and leaves the prospect fair :

My heart these jewels holds, and many more,

Untold, unprized, unknown to measurement :

Its choice variety none could tell o'er,

Save Heaven's recording angel, for deep blent

With sanctity is this vast treasure-store,

From thy dear heart with love so affluent.
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KINDREDSHIP (No. 3)

'
I VHY heart my love's imperishable shrine,
* Whereon is statued white virginity,

Silent with virtue, a quiescency

Whose very quietude is speech divine.

O what a heart of rest and peace is thine !

A hallowed realm, where Love the rapparee

Is ever plundering it of its treasury,

Filling with worth this casket heart of mine !

When life gives up its key to death (the lord

Of earth) who then will claim the treasure-trove ?

Who but the lord of Death, immortal Love !

Ah, unto thee again the precious hoard

He will bequeath, only to be restored

When our two hearts are one and three in Jove.
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XII

THE BETROTHAL

* I ^WILIGHT twilight created by the moon,
* Soft as the glow that sheens departing day ;

Across the lake was spread a silver way,

And on its quivering surface stars were strewn.

Far down the slopes was heard a merry rune,

Whose music seemed a fairy's marriage lay ;

The trees stood naked in the dimness grey,

All hushed to listen to the magic tune.

Moonbeams and music, sweetness linked with light ;

Two trembling hands, close-locked in speechless

bliss,

Nought in the world or out did seem amiss.

Two hearts that beat the gloom out of the night.

Lips touching in a rapt betrothal kiss.

Two mortal souls fused with the Infinite.



XIII

THE DRE4MER

A DREAMER slept. And soon a vision, dight

* -^ In flambent raiment not of earth, to him

Appeared, bearing a vase. From base to rim

'Twas set with gems that flashed Elysian light.

The Vision raised the lid, and treasures bright

Displayed, until the dreamer's eyes grew dim :

Such rays were shooting from the vase's brim,

Like sunbeam's darting o'er the ridge of night.

And e'er the Vision back to Heaven stepp'd,

He gave the vessel with its wondrous whole

To one who vowed with it he ne'er would part.

Beloved, it was I, thy love, who slept ;

And that bright Vision my immortal soul,

That sparkling vase of jewels thy rich heart.
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XIV

'THE COMING OF LOVE

COULD
fond imagination ever dare

To peep into the secret sanctities

Of death, and gaze upon the presences

Standing in worshipful transcendence there,

Methinks the influence were not so fair

A boon to hearts, long lost to ministries

Of love, as springs from the sweet silences,

When lonely grief bows low in lipless prayer.

Betimes this life to me seemed dark and drear,

And hope was like a star eclipsed from sight.

Yet silently I pleaded day and night.

When lo ! Hope's morning star soon did appear,

And Eden's prospect widened in the light,

Then knew, then felt I, Sweet, that you were near.



XV

AT: THE PASSING

T~^\EAR Heart, when I do bid you that "farewell,"

*-^ The requiem of our kindredship on earth,

It may be in the midst of revelling mirth,

Or it may be the burden of a passing bell.

Mayhap 'twill be alone, and none to tell

The death-change, none to mark the dismal dearth

Of tears, or none to eulogise the worth

Of a quiet soul, whose creed is thinking well.

Recks not with me or when, or how, I leave

This creed-racked world ; but, loved one, I know

this,

Whether I die for aye, or wake in bliss,

My heart would count as nought did others grieve

O'er me, and felt not I your bosom heave

A God-speed, sealing the blessing with your kiss.
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XVI

A SOUL CHANGE

T T 7"ITH gracious mien Love like a woman came,

Came when my heart held kindredship with

sin,

When all the hope and faith enshrined therein

Were sore beseiged with minions, armed with shame ;

Ah, Gracious Love, that bore a woman's name !

He, dauntless with his weapons, soon did win

His way, and quickened by his discipline,

Dull passion woke, and fluttered into flame.

My life, that seemed so purposeless to me,

A melancholy dream of earth and hell,

Hath changed to something of a heavenly state :

A quiet hope, that breathes a buoyant spell

Over my heart's new-found felicity,

That is with Love's sweet soul commensurate.



XVII

VHE OLD TEAR'S WINTER

THE glory native to my Spring had faded

And Summer entered full and richly hued.

Wild dreams of Fame and all its worth invaded

My heart's erstwhile contented solitude.

Love's tender ministrations I discarded

With churlish satire and indifference ;

And Friendship's charity passed unregarded,

And scorned I, spurned I, Beauty's influence.

Then Autumn came, and leaf by shrivelled leaf,

My life began to fade, when lo, there came

To me, you, Dearest ! then the growing grie

Of Winter turned to rapture and to flame.

And your sweet graces, like an aureole

Of snow-wreaths whitened o'er my darkling soul.



XVIII

THE NEW TEAR'S SPRING

AND
hidden by the snows of your sweet graces,

My soul aspired with new awakened zest.

Though frosts and north winds reigned in open

places,

Their rage and roar could not my peace molest.

How silently approached the transformation

From Winter's age to Youth's sweet April time !

What rapture guardianed the transportation

Of love from night to Love's fair morning prime !

'Twas Springtime come. The snows that warmed

my soul

To love and longing, now have disappeared,

Unfolding all the splendours, full and whole,

Of Hope's upspringing flowers, unsoiled, unseared.

My life that once was hid in darkest gloom,

Is now for you, love, rich with opening bloom.
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XIX

TO A CANART

WEETEST Canary, feathered gold and green,

Spurting thy silver music through the air,

That falls like bubbles from a fountain fair,

Like fountain strains as restful and serene

Within a wooden cage, the homeliest seen,

Whose brightest prospect is the ingle glare,

How full content thou art to worship there,

And sing through shade and sun, through joy and

teen !

Dear bird of gladness, would I were as strong

In love as thou art with thy merry flute ;

O could I give a voice to thoughts that throng

My brain, no more would my great love be mute,

But like thee, I'd outpour such lavish song

That Love would list, as to an Orphean lute.



D

XX

THE RIFER DUDDON

UDDON, a worthier, mightier pen than mine

Thy charms hath pictured, and thy sweet-

Proud Fame hath nothing lovelier to confess

Upon her scroll, Nature nought more divine.

Oft have I wondered where the Muses Nine

Could hide in these hard days ofmaddening stress;

Ah, now I know, 'tis 'mid thy loveliness

Of banked cascades, and where the shallows shine.

Here with the tenth Muse, Love, I wander free

Amongst the stepstones fixed for giant strides,

And to thy music, fresh with liberty,

I raptly listen, while my love confides

In me the sweetest thoughts that modesty

Can voice from her white soul, where peace abides.
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XXI

DUNNERDALE FELLS

A SUMMER'S day its course had nearly run,

When two, in love with love and human

kind,

Climbed up the slopes of Dunnerdale. The Wind

Had dropped its wings, and dusky grew the sun.

Higher and higher clomb we, till the dun

And deepening vales and fields were left behind,

When lo, there gleamed, and 'gainst the sky cut-

lined,

The Peak of the Old Man of Coniston.

And, Dearest, as we laboured hand in hand

With kindred effort up those rugged fells,

Let us scale life with spirits just as brave.

How then will beat our hearts when we do stand

Upon the topmost point, and o'er the dells

Catch glimpses of the Life beyond the grave !



XXII

LOFE AND FORTUNE

* VHE years are passing, leaving lines and seams

^
Upon my brow that Love to smooth may fail.

My life is but a weary, weary tale

Of bootless quests and unembodied dreams.

I see around me rayed in Fortune's beams,

And pedestalled on favour, men, who rail

At mute adversity, and crush their frail

And luckless brothers with their devilish schemes.

Yet I'll complain not. Fortune e'er may scorn

My labours, for she's fickle more than fair.

She gives the rose to those who have no care,

And to the worthy she presents the thorn.

Come, Love, thou solace to the earth's forlorn,

Thou steadfast ever art, through gloom or glare.



XXIII

WINDFALLS

\ MID the clanging of the Christmas bell,

^ -^ Whose message is an unaccepted boon,

Amidst the revelry, with music out of tune,

That follows psalm and mummering doggerel ;

Amidst all these, how pleasant 'tis to dwell

With one's own thoughts awhile from noise im-

mune,

And seek among the thought-leaves, autumn-strewn

On Life's floor, for the fruit that's named All's Well !

And, Dear, amongst those silent leaves, there glow

Live memories flashes from your love-lit eyes,

Smooth cheeks, until they smile, no dimples show,

Yet ever smiling are, deep, anxious sighs

For others' griefs ;
soft speech, that were it sung,

Would fall like bird-notes from your singing tongue
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XXIV

PAST AND FUTURE

* I VHROUGH joy and grief, despair and ecstasy,

-* Our love to now is measured by the years :

The smiles have justly balanced all its tears,

The mixture common to humanity.

Such is the past. What shall the future be ?

In sweetest Friendship's name let our careers

Be linked, and may, even beyond death's fears,

Our love be measured by Eternity.

And to that end may spacious thoughts command

Our hearts, so that when Gabriel calls

No man of earth shall cry out " Ichabod !

"

Then at the last, when hand with trembling hand

Shall meet, may we find that, when darkness falls,

All space leads up to Heaven, all light to God.
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XXV

THE WEDDING DAT

TWICE
twenty years have sore besieged my

heart,

Collaborate with toil and penury.

Its doors are dinted by the enemy,

Whose blows were generalled by devilish art.

But nought in there hath served a traitor's part.

Against all wiles and garrulous knavery,

It still has kept its brave integrity,

And saved its honour from the common mart.

Beloved, Time, abashed, has marched away,

And left the indomitable city true,

Where Youth once more shall flourish in its pride.

There's room for Love, with all his pleasures gay,

There's room for happiness, there's room for you,

Ah ! bring them, Sweet, its gates are open wide.



XXVE

HOME

" T TOME, sweet, sweet home !

"
sublimest theme

* * of song

That simple bards have sung in alien climes,

In epic metres or in lyric rhymes,

Or breathed by music's venerable throng ;

O happy home, where love is ever young,

And peace doth soften unpropitious times.

Where sympathies do blend like perfect chimes

In easy harmony, profound and strong !

The home where joy reigns universal queen

Is one of splendour, shed by God's own face :

For every day is hallowed with the sheen,

And every night doth shimmer with the grace

Of Love's white light, that burning, true and clear,

Makes home an angel-peopled atmosphere.
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XXVII

MATERNITT

To MY MOTHER

Ti/TATERNITY. Music is in the sound
*'* Of this sweet word. It thrills with ecstasy

Profound the deep and clear tranquillity

That rests upon the soul contentment-bound.

All life and love and all their sweets are wound

About the name. All light and harmony,
All joys of earth, the soul's felicity

About this charmed word are tendrilled round.

O what a transcendental privilege

It is to be a woman, then a wife,

And then a mother ! 'Tis she alone can pledge

To future days the breath of love and life.

Peace, Beauty, Purity, Grace and Good,

Ye are one name the Name of Motherhood.
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XXVIII

AN INVOCATION

GREAT
Jove! Sole Poet of eternal things !

Sole lamp of Centre and Circumference,

Withhold no longer Thy keen luminence

Of genius, from men, that are men's kings.

Great flights can ne'er be made by shackled wings ;

Yet thousands, labouring with zeal intense,

Climb Thy Parnassian crags, their sole compense

To catch from Thy bright face some glimmerings.

Mortals can never hope to reach Thy throne,

Or that white pinnacle on which it stands,

Infinitude fixed on Eternity.

But graciously, far up th' Arcadian cone,

Let kindly angels delve with loving hands

Green terraces for those that climb to Thee
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XXIX

DANTE GABRIEL ROSSETTI

IT
is with ecstasy I breathe your name.

You had a tongue, full-charged with Orphean

fire;

A brush with pigments borrowed from the sire

Of Art, great Angelo of deathless fame !

Rossetti, some there were who gave you blame,

Who tried to smirch you with their own souls'

mire ;

But you, strong-souled, struck loud your full-

stringed lyre,

And Malice blackened at your passion's flame.

A soul endowed with wondrous gift of song,

Fingers instinct with Art's divinity,

Keen senses tremulous with love of life

Yet these and more are no sufficiency

For platform bards, who, ever jealous, throng

Around the feet of gods in envious strife.
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XXX

THE QUESTION

11 TT 7ILL Dickens live ?" So men do ask to-day

Of the historian of Humanity :

Biographer of poor men's misery,

And all their hopes and joys and laughter gay.

Will Dickens live ? The man who could portray

The very spirit of young Jollity,

Reveal the sadness 'neath all devilry,

Who knew the child heart as none other may ?

When no more sighs are heaved for little Nell,

When Pickwick's name has lost its magic charm,

When love is dead in Dolly Varden's eye,

When David's grief no longer casts a spell,

When Carton's chivalry is changed to harm,

When crickets sing not then will Dickens die.



XXXI

" WILL DOWSING'S JOURNAL
"

To MY BROTHER VICTOR

' I ^O thee, my namesake, tribute do I pay,

* For thy great deeds, just deeds, approved of

God!

As purifying as old Cromwell's rod,

That smote the sins of England's darkest day.

Ah, what a dragon thou didst strive to slay ;

Idolatry, whose feet were terror-shod ;

Whose mouth dripped conscience-blood of those

who trod

The path of love, nor wished from it to stray.

There are some men would blacken thy dear name
;

But Bibles these men rank with Brewery Shares,

Their gospel is the gospel of pretence.

A thousand years to come thou'lt have good fame,

When creeds and churches intellectual snares

And idols, do no longer rule good sense.
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XXXII

MILTON

1608 1908

A GE hath no brand to sear thy splendid mind.

* * Time has no pow'r to still thy golden tongue.

Thy glorious verse shall be for ever sung ;

Thy music heard on thresholds undivined.

Worlds come and go, while life and death, entwined,

Ring changes changes infinitely rung

From aeons when God's Universe was young

Through leaf and dew and beast and humankind.

O Master ! centuries have passed away,

And countless souls have sunk to Oblivion's deep

That leave no line to testify their worth.

But thou seem'st thou wert born but yesterday !

We find thee fresh as sunrise from our sleep,

As sweet as spring, as old, as new, as earth.
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XXXIII

KE4TS

EN called you mortal. You were more than

man.

A spirit, rather, risen from old Time,

When gay romance was in its bloom and prime,

When sportive fauns and satyrs knew no ban.

Your soul was present when the world began,

Before the immaculate Man was veined with

crime ;

Ere prosy seers had learned to scoff at rime.,

And hurl their wordy thunderbolts at Pan.

Endymion ! Yours was no modern Muse :

Not yours the language of adverti sement :

Not yours the muggy slang of barrack-sprees :

But music, beautiful, when heard, renews

The child-soul, making Poesy eloquent

With singing of pre-mortal deitie?.



XXXIV

WAGNER

WAGNER.
Twin genius, yet scorned by earth !

Two full-winged souls in one rough mortal

form

Music, deep-toned with fierce Titanic storm,

And Poesy, veined with Helliconian worth.

A million fools guffawed in witless mirth,

And busy critics buzzed in waspish swarm ;

Yet inner fires kept your God-blood warm,

For Heaven deserts not those of Heavenly birth.

With Shakespeare now the glad world links your

name ;

The million fools are changed to worshippers ;

Slow critics give to you of praise some dole.

With Beethoven you now are twinned in fame,

Like him you fought Indifference, the curse

That damns to Oblivion many a giant soul.
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DARWIN

* I VHERE is no region in Immensity
* That can lie hidden unexplored by light,

A million suns with million suns unite,

To fill all space with waneless radiancy.

So earth is charged with God's cosmography,

For everywhere is immanent His might

A flower sleeping through the moonless night

Is as divine as is humanity.

Darwin, who are the scribes that scoff at you,

And would belittle your stupendous mind ?

'Tis they who blame and carp, but cannot teach.

'Tis said you had no God, had no wide view,

Yet you saw God because you looked Behind,

But not the God of those who pray and preach.
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XXXVI

BURNS

A STRONOMERS with faith-strong patience,

* *
Night after night do watch with tireless eyes

The darkest gulfs that patch the patined skies

For stars, that give their dreams Hope's luminence.

At last there flashes like a thought intense,

A wavering gleam, a world, that testifies

To God's immeasurable mind and wise,

Adding another gem to Heaven's magnificence.

So Scotland, thou wert poor in Poet-light;

And Tempean glow, thou little hadst, or none,

To consecrate thy rugged history.

But God sent Burns to illumine thy long night.

And now thy splendid fame doth blaze upon

The firmament of Immortality.
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XXXVII

DORE

is a world, created ere Creation,

Unlit by suns, yet never knows a night.

Few mortals ever wing such irksome flight,

And humbly then on knees in meditation.

A thousand systems are a constellation,

A million universes are finite,

Compared to this great Heaven of delight,

It is the mind of God Imagination !

Dore, 'twas in this realm your soul did stray,

And heard sad Dante mourn, blind Milton sing :

They found in you a brother denizen ;

From that imperial sphere you brought away

Their sunlike minds, and made their message ring

Into the souls of understanding men.
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XXXVIII

RUSKIN'S GRAVE

T> ENEATH this cross there lies in placid sleep,

*-* A man of mankind, kinglier than kings.

His soul grew great on broad imaginings,

Conceived by lowland lake and mountain steep.

He searched for truth and beauty, high and deep,

And found them everywhere, in crudest things

Of fossil-shape, on dizzy peaks where clings

Th' eternal snow, and where the torrents leap.

And now he is at rest. And though there lies

Beneath this stone his precious dust, so low,

His fame is bright as in the noonday skies ;

And men who wish their souls like his to grow,

Must walk with God, and ne'er His works despise,

For beauty lurks in things of meanest show.
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XXXIX

THE POETS KNOWLEDGE

TLLIMITABLE is the Poet's mind :

* He leaps o'er Science, Reason e'er ignores.

On Custom's common sense contempt he pours,

And scorns the shards of truth that gull mankind.

A thousand men a thousand secrets find,

That make the sum of knowledge Learning stores

But mysteries to the Poet alone are doors

That ope on worlds by others undivined.

And like an Ariel of Heaven, his soul

Scales heights undreamed of in mortal sleep,

Descends to depths unknown to Stygian pit.

The Poet hath no creed ; his mind is lit

With Nature's intuition, and his goal

Is where old gods and poets vigils keep.
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XL

TO WILLIAM WATSON

On reading his "
Orgies on Parnassus" in the

Fortnightly Review for April 1908
*

THY
caustic rhetoric, great singer, spare !

For words that sting are venom to the soul.

Keep thy strong eyes upon the poet's goal,

Thy followers are in the Almighty's care.

Who art thou, favoured poet, that dost dare

To scorn thy weak-winged brothers, they whose

dole

Of Tempean fire makes no aureole,

The halo which is glory, sweet and rare ?

Dear Watson, thou art great, the greatest thou

That singest of men's woes and rights and wrongs.

Thy flight is Wordsworth's, Milton's, Shake-

speare's way.

But, hush ! there may be singers whispering now,

Whose souls do strain to utter magic songs

Which may outlive the best that's sung to-day.
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XL!

'IRE BIRTH OF WIND

TT* RE Proteus, God of air and change, did rise

*"-' From out Time's womb of prisoned silences,

Nature had shaped no wondrous symmetries

On plains or mountain
geaks,

in dales or skies.

Time, God of Gods, had severed not the ties

That bound dumb life to death's eternities.

And Chaos held the soul of harmonies

In bonds of silence, stifling quickening sighs.

God said " Let there be Wind !

"
and suddenly,

The silences like shrieking spectres sped away.

Gaunt darknesses that scowled and meant to stay,

Were hurled aloft, to fall 'mid Limbo's sea.

A million worlds their homage rose to pay

To Nature's twin-birth, Light and Melody.
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XLII

THE INVISIBLE WEAVER

WHAT
weaver ever weaves such tapestry,

As the illumined skies do spread at night ?

Cloud filaments and moon-threads, dim and bright,

Mingled with mist-foam's fleeciest filigree,

Patined with stars that make a pageantry

Of universes, streaked with evening light,

Meeting the dawn-blush, until height in height

Is lost, where stars have paled their brilliancy.

Who hath not noted cloud-isles black enscreen

The moon, until their shores are silver-zoned ?

Who hath not witnessed shadows sun-disowned,

Flit swiftly o'er meadowscape or water-sheen I

'Tis then that Proteus, air-god, sits enthroned.

Weaving his magic tapestries, unseen.
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XLIII

WIND THE MAGICIAN

T TE creeps along the waterways unseen,
-*- And graves with agile tool fantastic forms.

The calmest coves he fills with mimic storms,

And interlaces scrolled foam and sheen.

Like stricken snakes, long, lively streaks careen

Among the waves, invading weeded calms.

Foam-ferns he interlaps with frost-like palms,

And mounts them on the willow-deeps serene.

He etches quaintest windscapes in the snow,

That seem like fairy breath-prints, fairy-drawn,

As exquisite as birch-trees hung with mist.

And gliding o'er the cornfields leaves a glow

Of gold and ruby, then away o'er lawn

And lane he flits, and leaves no flower unkiss'd.
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XLIV

WIND 'THE MUSICIAN

T)IPELESS and stringless, drumless, trumpetlessj

* For ever old his themes, for ever new,

This Orpheus of the firmamental blue,

Is master of Life's gamut calm to stress.

Deep central tones, soul-swelled with Love's excess,

He thunders o'er the hills and forests through.

And round the hedge-blooms lingering, doth coo

Light love-lays sealed with many a caress.

Broad giant-chords like heaven-psalms fill the air,

Sublime as strains sprung from Apollo's lyre,

With ballad rapture veined, and epic fire.

And softest lullabies of beauty rare,

Do float, like benedictions, sweet and fair,

From throats and harps of Night's ethereal choir.
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XLV

FIRST SPEECH

A S dainty sea-shells lifted to the ear

* *
Whisper of Ocean's mighty harmonies,

As is the music of old forest trees

Re-echoing hurricanic tumult drear,

As zephyrus murmurings in caves we hear

Are spirit undertones of thundering seas,

As woods in winter hold the cadencies

Of bird-song and the leaf-chant of the year

So are the first sweet prattlings of a child

The echoes of some earthless psalmody ;

They come untaught by human agency,

As clear as flutes, as woodland flute-notes wild.

Chance strains of what deep, distant, harmony ?

Hushed hints of what Elysium, undefiled ?
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XLVI

WIND WELCOME

* I VHE East, that sends us death on spicy gales,

* And withers all the beauty of the spring

The North, that sets the world a-shivering,

When keenest blasts make bleak deep flowery vales

The West, whose winds do rush o'er hills and dales

With soldiery of showers fast-following

The South, whose breath is full of quickening,

Cozening the world to dreams and idle tales

Welcome, ye winds, from wheresoe'er ye blow,

Ye all are bountiful and free at haytime !

Your cheeks to bursting swell where'er ye go,

With all the sweets and fragrances of May- time !

Blow East or West, blow North, blow high or low,

Blow South, 'tis Nature's merry, happy playtime.



XLVII

'S GRAVE

15, 1909

'T'^HEY scattered springtime flowers o'er his bier ;

The "majestic light"* that ne'er in life

burned dim ;

The passionate sea stretched out her arms to him,
And sobbed in broken music, wild and drear.

They buried him in clay, while moan and tear

Prevailed and Mother Earth, with hard and grim
Contentment, hugs her prize still from the brim

The jealous sea groans for her poet dear.

Scorner of creeds and burial rites, he sleeps

Immovable in
immobility.

And while his light o'er future ages creeps
The ravished sea declaims in agony," O give me back my soul !

" And till she sweeps
O'er earthen graves shall sigh the disconsolate sea.

1
George Meredith.
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XLVIII

THRESHOLDS

THE
thresholds Man steps over are but three :

The first a stumbling into life at birth ;

Dumb, blind, and ignorant of hell and earth,

He comes, a foundling from Eternity.

The second threshold leads from mystery

To Knowledge things of evil and of worth,

Knowledge of hate and crime, of love and mirth,

Of all that makes up mutability.

And after Knowledge, comes ah ! who can know

What Death's dim threshold leads man to ?

Darkness, Birth, Knowledge, afterwards the tomb

That grips the wings which Hope had taught to grow.

The door stands open, and he takes his cue

To step into what light ? into what gloom ?



XLIX

FLICKERINGS

Inscribed to J. M. DENWOOD, Cockermouth

'HE house is hushed, save where the clock ticks

slowT
A soft accompaniment to Love's sweet song.
Around the pictures gathering shadows throng,

And merge with ingle lights that come and go.

Deep Venice tints dull common glasses show
;

While fitful glimmerings dart all along
The ornaments, till Fancy, waxing strong,

Sees naught but jewel-studded gold a-glow.

So are my thoughts like wandering fire-beams :

They seek the nooks and corners of my soul,

And flit among old memories and dreams
;

Old griefs seem angels fair, come to console ;

Sad days lose half their sadness 'mid the gleams ;

Lost friends grow dearer midst the aureole.



ROMANCE

ROMANCE
! It is a fairy-land, where day

Is sunless, and the night no darkness knows.

A realm, whose twilight hue on earth bestows

A glamour, making sweet life's rugged way,

A dimness, intersheened with many a ray

Of wizard moonlight, that with magic flows

Through spiritual clouds, and ever-constant glows,

Soft-spreading rosy tints on histories grey.

Romance ! It is a lamp, holding the light

That softly hallows all antiquity.

An immemorial record of old chivalry,

Immortalising deeds of love and might.

A kingdom of illumined history,

Casting its gleam athwart life's common night.
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THE BETTER WORLD

TIMAGINATION ! In thy vast domain
*

I'll travel, seeking treasures, rich and rare :

Music and beauty, sung by poets fair,

Blest solitude that is not fraught with pain.

And I shall meet, and welcome once again,

Familiar melodies of woodland air,

The spirits of a million flowers there,

That smiled and breathed on earth for man in vain.

On Fancy's wing's I'll soar and meditate

Near Heaven's holy precincts, with an ear

Alert to catch the faintest wave of sound ;

And stand behind the ever-opened gate,

And see the glow of God on angels near,

Calling upon th' Immortals gathering round.



LII

THE BIRTH OF A SONNET

A POET would a sonnet write. There flashed

*- * A thought from out his brain; it hovered

near

A moment, then with zeal that knew no fear,

Upwards like thunder-fire through space it dashed.

Through firmaments of worlds, pathless and vast,

Through silent darknesses locked in the rear

Of chaos, on it rushed, until with sheer

Wild impetus midst Heaven's light it splashed !

God's music stopped. Angels in wonderment,

Arose, their golden harps and voices mute.

The Thought, like some lost thing in pain acute,

Had soon retired, but God, with kind intent,

Stooped graciously, and sheened it with repute,

And set it midst Time's starry firmament.



LIII

THE POET AND THE WORLD

THERE
lived a poet once, a bosom friend

Of Mighty God, full-souled, full-winged, full-

songed.

He came to live with men, and burning, longed

To bring all earthly sorrows to an end.

A noble song of love and thought he penned,

In golden words, while angels round him thronged

A thousand Muses but abashed and wronged,

The poet ceased, for men would not attend.

He tried again, the aid of Heaven declining,

And trolled a flippant song of ding-dong-dingle,

Where castanets and drums did intermingle.

The witless world for noisy nonsense pining,

Gave ear, and with its million tongues combining

In chorus, howled for years the empty jingle.



LIV

GOD'S INTERPRETER

T T 7HAT is a poet ? A singer and a seer.

One who can plumb the utmost depths of

mind,

And then reveal the secret to mankind

In holy language-music, sweet and clear.

He's one whose darkness-searching eyes do peer

Into the heart of life, and there doth find

Its inner flowings, wherein, undivined,

Do lie the embryo of every smile and tear.

What is a Poet ? One whose mystic soul

Sees 'neath the common arc of earth and tide.

The meanest weed's to him the blessed scroll

Of Nature's heart ; he reads what is denied

To others, and doth comprehend the whole

Of God, while others with a glimpse must bide.
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LV

GENIUS

NIGHT
after night as skyward we do gaze,

We see the stars in constellations shine :

Some sparkle in magnificence divine

On fixed thrones, while others flash and blaze.

Year after year, amidst the golden haze

Of splendour, there doth show no sign

Of a new birth, as if the last confine

Of Light had served a thousand thousand days.

When lo ! whilst searching th' illimitable shades,

Some aged astronomer holds his quickening breath,

And reverently trembles to his knees

A stranger star, with sudden flash, invades

The firmament, and men who witnesseth,

Scarce dream that it has blazed for centuries.



LVI

THE IMMORTALS

WHEN
I do seek the sunlit silences

Whereon th' immortal kings of mankind

stand,

And feel the sunwash, soft as Love's white hand,

O'erspread my face, pale with Doubt's maladies,

When I do raise my head to majesties,

Whose hallowed spirits consecrate the land,

And hear the music from the eternal band

Of singers, earth-born with the centuries:

'Tis then my soul would spread its wings, long-

bound,

Expanding with a vigour masculine,

And flee the shades of Ennui and routine :

And soaring through the starspace, seek around,

Imagination world of shade and sheen,

The womb of Shakespeare, and his tomb profound.
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LVII

PAN AND CHRIST

REAT Pan is dead !

"
Such was the thril-

ling cry

That boomed across the moral universe,

When there was born a creed (how like a curse !)

One Dawn, ere History knew how to lie.

All warfare, hatred, penury, would die,

And insincerity, than all far worse :

'Twas told by preachers, writ in Bible verse ;

Men thought the great Millennium was nigh.

Ah ! what a dragon it has proved to be !

A bloody monster, by black Priestcraft fed !

From Erin, o'er the Caucus steppes 'tis led,

Fierce ravening on human liberty.

And now, with greater truth and conscience free,

'Twere better to cry out "Great Christ is

dead !

"



LVIII

ANGELS AND DEVILS

T TOW seldom seen in any portraiture,

*- * Whether on canvas or in sculptury,

The form of man in angel majesty

Enhallowed, though he be as angels pure.

How keen an instinct that, which so doth lure

The unwary soul to voice its chivalry,

Giving to angels woman's sovereignty,

Enrobing them with earthly vestiture !

The selfsame instinct often doth impel

The plastic poets to limn and chisel man

In forms of crippled demons, and to plan,

With fancy's aid, dark fiends, deformed and fell,

To personate men's passions, peopling Hell

With shapes, struck with an everlasting ban.



LIX

HUMANHT

T T 7"HAT is Humanity I It is a tree,

An evergreen, deep-rooted in the soil

Of Time, and spreads regardless of the toil

Of Death, that fain would cancel God's decree,
"
Increase and multiply." And firm and free,

Though winds and plagues and lightnings round

it coil,

It gathers strength and grace from such turmoil,

And stands the symbol of the life to be.

Though leaves may fall in an incessant shower,

And Death may gloat in pride of victory,

And beat his mighty wings complacently,

Yet Life, undaunted Life, sleeps ne'er an hour,

For Spring is mellowing to maturity,

While Winter wraps in snow the Autumn dower.
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LX

LIFE

OWHAT
is Life I A blend of smiles and tears ;

Of hates and loves, of meetings and farewells.

A mixture strange of heavens and of hells,

The heavens of hopes, the hells of doubts and fears.

Life is a farce of cradles, beds, and biers,

A fantasy of death and marriage bells.

A discord wild, composed of funeral knells,

And birth-rejoicings, blent with wedding cheers.

Ah ! what is Life ? List ! Death will answer now,

"'Tis an embodiment of the Infinite.

The child of Nature's unrecorded Lust.

The death of me, to whom all life must bow.

The Eternity that dawns through Doom's long

night.

The soul of Time imperishable Dust."
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LXI

THE DEATHLESSNESS OF LIFE

/"~1""VHERE is no death, in spite of those who prate
* Of everlasting doom the doom of dumb

And damned nothingness. For who can plumb

The depth where no life is, or death foredate ?

From blackest minerals inanimate

Burst sunbeams, and from flint-rocks cold and numb

Is fire drawn : a thousand signs do sum

The royal truth that life doth life create.

While soul doth fuse with soul there is no death
;

Like light and shade their kindredship is kept,

As darkest nights that urn the mornings' gold.

Chill Winter, like a nurse, doth soft enfold

The slumbering earth, till Spring's exuberant breath

Awakes the souls of Autumn leaves that slept.
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LXII

THE BOOK OF FATE

N'S lives are books, writ by the hand of Fate,

For Time, the learned of the learned, to

read

Old Time, twin-born with God, from Heaven freed

To choose the work that claims immortal state.

Alas ! how few there are survive the date

Of issue, though elaborate with brede

Of gold and boomed by Flattery's tongue to speed

The sale, outselling those of worthier rate !

But Time is God's appointed judge, God-wise,

And knows the difference 'twixt gold and clay.

The lives that live are thought-illumined pages,

Hot-pulsing with the hope that underlies

All faith, and quickens with Love's gentle ray

The embryo of emancipated ages.



LXIII

THE QUEST

DAY
after day we strive in savage heat

To grasp the happiness fixed in the vain

Elysium of Self. Heart-torturing pain

We'll undergo. Insanity's fierce heat

Long we'll endure, until with weary feet,

And disappointment etched into the brain,

We fall athwart the course, and ne'er attain

The fond ideal that lures but to cheat.

Wealth, glory, and the gilt of false repute,

Fade into nothingness when face to face

With Nature and her attributes of good :

God's music bubbles out of many a flute,

And flowers with their perfumes breathe his grace,

His beauty smiles midst many a solitude.
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LXIV

REAL AND IDEAL

T T 7"HEN painters portray to our charmed eyes

Strange scenes of comedy and tragedy,

Of love and gladness, hate and calumny,

The truth that lives through all, the false that dies

Our souls ecstatic glow at such disguise

Of life. Yet life in all its mystery

Doth wear the hope that links divinity

With tears, the faith that hushes all our sighs.

But painters show
jus only the romance,

The glamour that envelops life and death.

There's more of comedy in joy's brief glance,

And more of tragedy in griefs mute breath,

Than there is seen on gallery-canvas hung,

Than there is heard in song by poets sung.
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LXV

THEN AND NOW
Inscribed to A, O. WILLIAMS, Swindon

T)ROUD Greece, poetic were thine ancient days,

When men of mighty thought were more than

kings,

When mortal mind bore tender fancyings,

Peopling with angels all thy woodland ways.

When singers voiced true litanies of praise

To God, revealed in thousand forms in things

Inanimate, and in the quickenings

Of tree and flower, and in air-born lays.

O for those gracious, glorious hours again,

When God was known and worshipped everywhere,

Whose eyes were seen in sunbeams and in rain,

In Night's star-spangled brow His countenance fa ;

'Twas warm devotion then. These days are cold,

For God is pushed behind the idol Gold.



LXV1

LONDON

Inscribed to JOHN DENWOOD, Jun., London

GREAT
London ! colonized by all the best

And all the worst that Mother Earth can bare:

Ant-hill of thieves and murderers' secret lair,

The haunt and home of every foreign pest.

London ! Progenitor of poets blest,

Cradle of saints and martyrs strong and fair,

The grave of slothful souls who would not dare,

Temple where strenuous Immortals rest.

Thy mighty murmurings do reach to Heaven

In harmonies that reach the ear of Love ;

While pensive angels catch some echoings

And undertones of child-grief; yet a leaven

Of hope, as sweet as spring-dreams of a dove,

Doth mingle with thy thunderous happenings.



LXVII

THOMAS PAINE

Died June 8, 1809

" A dirty little Atheist."

THEODORE ROOSEVELT.

" Paine was among the best and truest of men."

WALT WHITMAN.

NOT
"
dirty

"
but a heart as clean as light,

As clean and guileless as his babyhood.

A noble man, if not of noble blood,

Nobility deep-based on love of Right.

Not "
little," but a mind of giant might

A Gulliver astride the bigot brood.

No pulpit saint, but one that acted good,

And always scorned the blackguard's speech and spite.

An " Atheist
" he was to barren fools

Who ne'er see God because their eyes are blind

With ignorance and musty mystery :

O poor, near-minded sheep, whom Custom rules,

If e'er they reach the Golden Gates, they'll find

That Heaven is filled with atheists such as he.
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LXVIII

VENICE

D Venice ! Mecca of Art-worshippers,

Thou Goddess, drawing to thy charmed isle

The souls of men that live for beauty's smile !

Mistress of thought ! Imagination's nurse !

What wizard architect of prose or verse

Could build in epic or in lyric style

The deathless glory of thy sacred pile,

Which seems as ancient as the universe ?

Yet thou wert raised by feeble human hands.

A sculptured mount set in a jasper sea.

And as the sun, whose light all life commands,

Thy gem-like radiance charms humanity.

Into the souls of men thou dost impart

Sublimest thoughts, Thou Capital of Art !
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LXIX

TO AN OLD HARPSICHORD

T} ELIC of days of music and romance !

^^ The touch of age has yellowed all thy keys,

While divers fingers, laboured, or with ease,

Have hollowed them with nocturne or with dance.

And now, sweet stranger, by a lucky chance

I own thee, and shall seek thy harmonies,

And woo thy soul to voice its ecstasies

And wake thy chords from sleep's undreaming trance.

Mayhap there roves about the friendless streets,

One who in youth touched thee to sacred things,

And sang his love, ere life was in full leaf:

With dust of generations 'neath thy strings

Thou liest dumb, whilst he, with questioning

grief,

May wonder where thou art, thou box of sweets !
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LXX

PRECIOUS STONES

TT^ROM universes far remote from thought,
*

Beyond Imagination's mortal world,

There come to earth, by mighty powers hurled,

Strange wonders, meteors with sunfire fraught :

Incessantly, swift-flashing, they are caught

By air's ethereal arms, from whence, "wing-furled,

They fall, and burst in showers by cloud-storms

whirled,

Till they with earth and ocean are in-wrought.

Day after day, men seek for jewels rare,

And emeralds find entombed in common spar.

Rubies are sought where danger mocks at care.

The topaz found in secret caves bizarre,

And who can say the costliest diamond fair

Is not a remnant of some shooting-star ?



LXXI

TO A CAGED EAGLE, IN A SHEFFIELD

MARKET

TTOW pitiful to see thee prisoned there !

*- * For such a kingly bird, how small a cage !

Thy mighty wings must pinion to its gauge,

E'en for a rook its spaciousness too spare.

What think'st thou of the noisy mob, who stare

At thee with cruel eyes ? What fire, what rage,

Consumes thy heart, to think that for an age

Thou'lt hang 'mid dust and oil-lamps' sickly glare ?

Winged emperor of peak and solitude !

Scorner of crag and sea ! Yet thou must pine

In large-eyed wonderment midst lock and bar.

May death o'ertake thee soon, and end the rude

And heartless show. Methinks thou'rt more divine,

And nearer Heaven than many mortals are.
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LXXII

* THE BLIND BEGGAR

T)OOR, sightless beggar, familiar, yet unknown.

* The pity them dost seek thine only pension.

Thy hopeless face seems pinched to hagged tension,

While thousands pass, oblivious to thy groan.

Few lend thee aid, while many do condone,

With looks or sighs ; but most without a mention

Of thee to their cold selves, pay no attention

To thy requests, and pass indifferent to thy moan.

The seasons come and go in changing hue,

But what is change to thee without thy sight ?

And every day breaks forth in beauty new,

But there's no beauty in thy endless night.

Year in, year out, 'tis one unvaried view,

A world of darkness in a world of light.
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LXXIII

GOLD AND GLOOM

Sheffield

f
I

VHE sons of toil with irritant, hasty feet,

To dull and obscure labours wend their way.
The night is slowly melting in the fire of day,

Exposing mist and murk of every squalid street.

Pinched, pallid faces
listlessly do greet

Morn's ruddy fan -wing, spreading ray on ray

Across the world, till faces seem agay

With the hope with which the dawn seems so

replete.

Pale women drag their weary feet along,

And heed not all the glory of the morn,
That to their brows a moment's halo lends :

But on they go a part of the great throng

That wear their lives away of hope forlorn,

Unsought by lovers, and disowned by friends.
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LXXIV

AILSA CRAIG

Inscribed to DOUGLAS VICKERS, Esq., Sheffield

Written at sea on board the Russian cruiser Rurick

during gun trials, May 1908.

SKY-BOUND
is ocean. Ailsa Craig stands dim,

And like an unknown monster of the sea,

Uprears in pyramidal majesty

Its mighty head through cloud-wreaths, black and

grim.

A lighthouse there seems but a human whim

To magnify its stark immensity ;

While sea-birds, thick as ivy-leafery,

Cling to its side, down to the water's brim.

Rude precipices, chasms deep and dark,

Vast mountains capped with everlasting snow,

Where clouds depend a thousand feet below,

Such travellers in foreign climes do mark.

But sea-based Ailsa Craig hath rivals none.

A God-built pyramid, the Paragon.
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LXXV

TO A WATER-LILT

Inscribed to A. W. MORRISON, Sheffield

T T 7"HEN moonlight mantles o'er the garden pool,

And lacy mist is woven with Night's glooms,

Then sleepest thou beneath the ripples cool,

O fairy-naiad, queen of water-blooms !

But when the dawning smiles away the night,

And to thy coiled roots darts limpid rays,

Then, ravished, dost thou greet the broadening light,

And spreadst thy beauty to the noonday blaze !

Ah ! what a silent worshipper art thou,

Of the sole God of light, and life, and love !

When darkness comes, and hides Day's golden brow.

Thou dost retire, though Cynthia reigns above.

And while the stars o'er thee their vigils keep,

What dreams can e'er disturb so chaste a sleep I
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LXXVI

THE MASTER 4RTIST

\ WOODLAND lake, with calm unfretted floor,

* ** Lies low among the hills as in a dream,

And like a painter's canvas does it seem,

Mirroring the beauty of its sylvan shore.

By day its glassy face is pictured o'er

With mottled tincture, flecked with golden beam,

What time no shades from Eastern valleys stream

In mystic shapes from mountain, cave and moor.

By night 'tis weird with fitful glimmerings

Dim moonbeam fairies skipping o'er its face,

And stars with wavering, nebulic shimmerings,

Lie twinkling there in wild fantastic grace,

Thus Nature paints in her own matchless way,

Two pictures on one canvas Night and Day.
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LXXVII

A BANQUET OF THE OPEN AIR

* I **O hungry souls the genii do call

* A banquet rich is spread. The spicy

breeze,

Concordant with the deep orchestral trees,

Full-burdening air with trillings musical

Enchanting sights that lift the languid pall

From fevered hearts, and lend a joyous ease

And buoyancy to weary feet that cease

Their wanderings carol and madrigal

From throats attuned to earthless utterings,

With fragrances combined : such is the fare

Full-spread to lovers of all beauteous things,

A panacea for worry, grief and care.

A mixture sweet of sun and song and air,

God's lavishment for paupers and for kings.
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LXXVIII

COUNTRY DELIGHTS

T TOW pleasant 'tis to watch the changing skies

* Skies full of glamour, rich with cloud and

gleam

Commingled, and to note the electric stream

Swift shoot athwart the skies in draperies

Of shimmering blue ; to learn the mysteries

Of tree and bloom, and list as in a dream

To music, murmured by steep brooks that seem

So pregnant with entrancing harmonies !

What life can e'er compare with country life ?

What sweetnesses of sun and scent and shower

Await all those who turn from city strife

And wander through green lane and leafy bower !

Love-tales are told by every plausive breeze,

And fairies whisper secrets from the trees.
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LXXIX

A SUN-VOLCANO

'"TpWILIGHT,
like mist, had dimmed the Eastern

A
sky,

And shadows hung about in portent gloom.

Deep sunstreaks 'mongst the Western clouds did

loom,

That seemed like islands fringed with rainbow dye.

Night came. O'er the dark horizon did lie

The crater of a day's vast fire, whose womb

Shot gold among the stars, and shed a bloom

About the air wherever roamed the eye.

Up to the ridge, where Peace had feared to creep,

Lurked ghosts of dead days, enemies of light,

Not daring o'er the ominous brim to peep.

But the volcano soon had spent its might,

The blazing clouds gave up their hues to Night,

And darkness filled the gulf with dreams and sleep.



LXXX

AN OCTOBER THUNDERSTORM

Sheffield

' I
VHE sun all day in copper gloom had swung,

* And seemed an antique crimson-rusted shield

Set in the sky, half-hidden, half-revealed ;

And mists, circled with amber-halo, hung

On tree and bush, where perilously clung

Dead leaves, moveless as those on lawn and field.

While from the city's by-streets, scarce concealed,

There rose a stench of petrol fumes and dung.

Night came, and an uprooting storm with it ;

Old gates and shutters clattered at its ire.

The thunder seemed the blackened skies to split ;

And lightning stabbed the earth with malice dire.

While on the illumined path, electric lit.

The slanting wind-blown rain flashed silver fire.
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LXXXI

WAR AND PEACE

LIKE
maddened fiends escaped the plains of hell,

The elements have waged air, cloud, and sea.

The sooty clouds clanged out in direst glee

The challenge bold, while spears of lightning fell

Athwart the battle-field, and many a shell

Of livid storm-flame spluttered wild and free

Upon the waters, heaving mightily,

While Death tolled loud the shivering lighthouse bell.

And thus for days terrific warfare reigned,

The ocean intersolved with fiery cloud,

And hurricanes like giant fiends unchained,

Between them rushed with war-shrieks long and

loud.

But light, like rainbow Hope, spread out its shroud,

And Peace once more a glorious victory gained.



LXXXII

SNOW IN SPRING

THE
sun had set. Throughout the day his

beams

Had coaxed the peeping buds that lay await ;

An almond-tree that blossomed by the gate

Was rubied o'er by sunset's deepening streams.

And chilly grew the air when the last gleams

Of day had faded. Night, stealthy as Fate,

Marshalled a host of clouds in ominous state,

And whitened all while Sleep created dreams.

Full of the genial promises of Spring,

Tne evening sank, and none suspected gloom.

But while men slept, and women dreamed of rest,

There fell the silent snow. From East to West,

When morning dawned, all signs of quickening

Were hid, and none could mark the almond-bloom.
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LXXXIII

THE FIRST VIOLET

THE
crocus flaunts its beauty in the sun ;

The palm-tree's fragrance greets us from afar;

The daisy shines as bright as any star ;

The bluebell splashes woods while brake is dun ;

With woof of green pale primrose light is spun ;

Black heaths are patched with colt's-foot gold

bizarre ;

The snowdrop strews the glen like mottled spar,

The social daffodil hails every one

All these do meet the rambler's careless eye

Unsought for, but" the violet's sweet smile

Lies hidden, like a gem from vulgar pry,

'Mid lushest dew-beds, safe from all the glare

Of noons, first guerdon of all those who dare,

'Mid spring's caprices, wander mile on mile,
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LXXXIV

HAWTHORN BLOSSOMS

TOEHOLD these may-trees, robed in lace-like

*-'
bloom,

Stubborn and black their trunks, knot-gnarled

with age,

Fantastically shaped by spite aud rage,

When Nature, rampant, shrouds the earth with gloom.

These lovely blossoms, how they do illume

The landscape, as if 'twas winter's heritage

Of living snow, and makes so fair a stage

For elements that coax whilst they consume.

Thus men and maids whose lives are crooked with

grief,

May blossom forth full many a virtue white.

And though their souls are hid in shadows brief,

Yet essences of good are rising out of night ;

Budding to beauteous blossom, frond, and leaf,

Out-opening to the morning's tender light.
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LXXXV

THE WEALTH OF SPRING

T)AINTERS may strive with all their subtle ait

*- To paint the rich costumery of Spring,

And though they might excel in everything

That gratifies the eye and thrills the heart,

Yet their rapt work is but a minute part

Of all the loveliness awakening

From sleepy winter. Woods and valleys ring

With Music, perfumes from young blooms depart.

Fragrance and music ne'er can painted be,

The life and love of earth and all its power.

Incessant psalms are rising, sweet and free

Accordant with the wind through every hour.

And odours, unexpressed, from bush and tree,

Make kin with vernal breeze and shower.



LXXXVI

SUMMER

T TOW like a bubble blown by lightest breath

**
Is earth, with lustrous blooms iridescent ;

When summer, rich with shimmer, song, and scent,

Smiles calm defiance at the giant, Death !

Held pendent by God's hand, it openeth

Its living womb, of wondrous colours blent,

Which in their frail and transient life are meant

To teach that change is all men witnesseth.

How like an opalescent globe of air

Must be the beauty of this floating world !

The Spirit of God's Heaven is impearled

In dewdrops and in every bubble fair;

Flashing their perfect rays and living light

Amongst the suns of day and stars of night
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LXXXVII

SUMMER SHEEN

' I VHE year is middle-aged, and wears serene

Its heavy garment, tinged with every hue,

Erstwhile bediamoned with morning dew,

Lush dew that heralded the noonday sheen.

The air, reflective, glimmers with the green

Earth's plethora, dimming the distant view

Of obvious objects ;
and the easy clue

Of silvery streams soon merge in vales unseen,

'Tis just a summer landscape, fair and calm

To most, but to the poet, Nature's child,

It is a wonderland, whose humblest sod

Holds germs of immortality. And balm

Of Paradise, from moorlands bleak and wild,

Doth flow, blent with the voice and breath of

God.
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LXXXVIII

SILENCE : WHARNCLIFFE CRAGS

Sheffield

' I
VIS Summer. Silence sits on tree and bush.

* A million perfumes swell the languid air,

Pregnant with heavy sunglow. Far and fair,

The landscape shimmers in its mist-shroud, lush.

A bumble-bee slips by with busy gush,

And lights upon a foxglove, causing there

A little motion, but he lingers bare

A moment, as impatient with the hush.

My God ! Where are the songs of birds this day r

Here fern and bracken flourish healthily,

Squat whortleberry-bushes clog the way,

While heather grows in purple luxury.

But Music not a single melody,

The birds in here are for my lord to slay.
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LXXXIX

SEPTEMBER MUSIC

Whiteley Woods, Sheffield

OEPTEMBER music. Sad and sweet as love,

^ As sweet and sad when love is tragedy.

The summer gone, and all its harmony,

Where hope and joy in counterpoint were wove.

The shrivelled leaves, thick-spreading wood and

grove,

Lie silent now, as dumb as melody ;

Each passing-song a strain in minor key,

As tender as a swan-song of a dove.

Dear leaves, that choke the gutters and the vales

In crowded comradeship, though ye are dead,

Yet your sweet music lives where winds do blow,

Where no trees are, midst icy peaks and dales ;

On sun-scorched desert-stretches dread ;

'Mid mountain fastnesses of cloud and snow.
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xc

AUTUMN

* VRANQUIL as age and sleep, the waning day
** Sinks with the sun adown the deepening

skies.

Pale yellow exhalations now arise,

Full-burdened with the sweetness of decay.

Dim Autumn reigns. The world that was so gay

With summer charms, now wears another guise ;

The trees are dumb, and on the pool there lies

In mirrored stillness sunset's parting ray.

Dead leaves, that seem to pass away in smiles,

From silver birchen-boughs are floating free,

And ne'er an elfin breeze with infant wiles

Disturbs them in their dire infirmity.

But silence, like a thought that ne'er defiles,

Broods as 'twere Nature in soliloquy.
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XC1

AN AUTUMN SCENE

A MAGIC scene of changing colour-tones,

* * That makes a fairy-land of earth's old face !

A sunsetscape where glamour blends with grace,

Like to a vast mosaic of precious stones.

And how the weedy rush-bound pool disowns

Its dark complexion, for 'twould interlace

Deep blushes with its ripples, and intrace

The rustling leaves while skimming from their

thrones.

Squat tufts of ruffled grass like unkempt hair

Are touched and tinged with Autumn's searing

hand,

And trees are drooping in the evening glare,

And orange clouds are anchored by winds un-

fanned.

The sunbow shimmers through the purple air,

While exhalations rise from lake and land.
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XCII

AUTUMN FLAMES

* I VHE trees have shed their summer liveries
;

** And nude, to meet the winter's blast, they

stand.

The leaves, ere tinged with Autumn's crimson

brand,

That sang sweet wind-songs, though their songs were

sighs,

Are heaped up now in unselected guise,

And touched to flame by many a child's fair hand.

The eager flames, by gentle breezes fanned,

Like souls of sunbeams, flicker to the skies.

O would that man could enter Heaven as bare

As trees that sleep through death and wake in

spring ;

To cast off" every guilt that fosters care,

And stand with stainless souls before the King.

And like the trees break out in foliage fair

When death has tolled the soul's awakening.
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XCIII

HARVEST BREEZES

A CROWD of odours surges from the west,

Chased by the amorous and sportive wind,

Wanton and rough in mood, yet not unkind,

And intertrilled with bird-song, mirth and jest.

Light silvery clouds, each with a golden crest,

Float swift, their shadows lingering behind,

Eager to catch the sky's fair shapes and bind

With mist their fairyness and be at rest.

Tall tapering reeds and dock-leaves ill at ease

Are nodding, springing, dancing, 'mid the fun;

Low-bending to the kissing of the breeze,

And flashing argent gleams back to the sun.

While sounds of music hint of distant trees,

Mingling with harvest revels just begun.
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XCIV

EVENING GLOW

A NOTHER autumn day its life has spent,

* ^ And in the tomb of the Eternal past,

Its beauty and its majesty are cast,

To perish in death's mystic banishment.

Twilight, whose dappled sky is luminent

With half-suggested stars, comes floating fast

From caverns of the East that ope their vast

Mouths, breathing Night, sleep's native element.

Upon the distant hills there rests a gleam,

A silver fringe that shimmers in the air :

Like some romantic remnant of a dream,

The dim illusive halo trembling there

Nimbus of Peace, and Slumber's crowning Beam
;

The Apotheosis of Day's long glare.



xcv

AUTUMN LEAFEB

A H, see them falling ! Leaves of royal birth

* ^ From dizzy wind-swept thrones hung near

the sky,

And leaves, whose death-song is a wistful sigh,

From lowly bushes, kissing Mother Earth
;

All fall together, and in equal worth

Do fraternise, and in the gutters lie,

The sport of every breeze that bustles by,

For rambling girls and boys a source of mirth.

And 'tis the same with us lords, queens and kings,

Slaves white and black, the beggar with his crust,

The gilded potentate's snubbed hirelings,

And that same gilded potentate, all must,

Like Autumn leaves and other transient things,

Fall low, and find one brotherhood in dust.
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XCVI

THE 'TWO GLEANERS

THE
Harvest Home. A woman, bent and lean

With age, was gleaning in a meagre field.

She was alone, and weeping, for the yield

Was poor, as others o'er the ground had been.

Soon exhalations dimmed the silent scene,

And still she searched, with hunger's zest, and

kneeled

Upon the chilling soil, till night concealed

Her 'neath its raven wings, unfelt, unseen.

Another gleaner came that way that night.

And like the woman, hungry, spare and old,

He searched the stubble with a keener sight.

The noon of darkness thinned to morning light.

And there, when Autumn mists away had rolled,

Was stretched the aged woman, stark and cold.
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T TP glides the moon, like a big, red, morning

^-^
sun,

Above the gloaming that portends the night.

The West is hallowed with the sombre light

That tells another day its course hath run.

And yellow mist, like gilded gloom, is spun

About the trees, and all the scape is dight

With Autumn purple. Stars that should be bright

Seem heavy lidded with the languor dun.

The air is full of fragrance born of death,

The death of leaves that rustle to no wind,

The death of flowers that leave their souls behind

Of grain that fills the night-air with its breath,

Of fruit that bursts its unreluctant rind,

Of matted brake embalming wood and heath.



XCVIII

WINTER

OUEEN
Snow is come in bridal mantle rare,

New wedded to King Frost, th' imperial ;

And like two rigid despots, they enthrall

In servitude all water, earth and air.

As far as vision reaches, everywhere,

They reign supreme, severe, majesticat ;

And like a shroud of charity, o'er all

Is thrown divinity, so cold, so fair.

All birds and beasts acknowledge their chill sway,

All shrubs and trees in stiff obeisance stand,

And merry streams that linger on their way

Are stricken dumb, touched by the royal wand.

All, all do serve, and silent homage pay,

To these the king and queen of Winterland.
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XCIX

WINTER SCULPTURE

Whiteley Woods, Sheffield

' ' MS Winter. Earth sleeps 'neath ungilded white.

* The unmelodious trees stand bleak and bare

Like netted trellis-work, stiff-limbed and spare.

The wind, as if arrested in its flight,

Seems frozen into pervious air and light.

Cascades are changed to glistening sculptures rare;

And brooks, like silent shrouded things of care,

Lie low, their banks in woven snowflakes dight.

As dead as sleep doth Nature's pulses seem,

And all the atmosphere hangs stiff and cold

Like liquid ice. Yet 'tis a transient dream

Of life, for, waiting ready to unfold,

Are earthly stars, whose eyes will gleam

In all their glorious tints of green and gold.
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VALEDICTORY SONNET

To MY WIFE

DEAR
Heart, within, O may you find some

thought

Full charged with the divinity of life,

Mellow with the repose that follows strife,

With love, that lifts, but ne'er debases, fraught.

Dear Love, within this sonnet-volume, wrought

Of thought and dream, with deep emotion rife,

When reading, if upon the name of wife

Your eyes do fall O scorn it not as naught,

But gather all the word-stars sparkling there,

Compare until comparisons do pall,

And you will find that name the star of Love.'

So may you be my Love-star, passing rare,

And take the topmost place, high-throned above

All human idols, earthly and celestial.
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A FEW PRESS COMMENTS

" A romance of intellectual effort."
" A mechanic with an unrivalled knowledge of the

sonneteers. . . . An intimate acquaintance with all

sonnet literature."
"

Beautiful sonnets by our Sheffield poet."

Sheffield Dally Telegraph.
" The pastoral pieces are full of quiet beauty and

delicate description; the writer has a keen eye for

colour and the beauties of Nature, and, moreover,
he is able to paint his pictures in lines of remarkable

accuracy. ... It is to be wondered at that such

powerful lines should have been evolved by one

whose days are spent in the workshop. There is a

purity of conception and adroitness of construction

that marks the true poetic temperament." F. G.

BOWLES, Editor of " New Songs."
"A master of the sonnet. . . . Has a profound

knowledge of sonnet literature." Weekly Budget.
" His work in ' New Songs,' published by Chap-

man and Hall, made many wonder." Dally Chronicle.

"A poet of no mean ability. ... A workhouse
lad ranking with some of the most cultured writers

of the day." Umpire.
"
Edgar Allan Poe contended that a poem need

not be an epic to be great. A few poems in ' New
Songs

'

justifies Poe's opinion. One of the most

remarkably imaginative sonnets in the anthology is

by William Dowsing, and is named * The Dreamer.'

. . . His excellent sonnets." West Cumberland

Time!.
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